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FOREHORD
Effective regulatory and enforcement actions by the Environmental
Protection Agency would be virtually impossible without sound
scientific data on pollutants and their impact on environmental
stability and human health. Responsibility for building this data
base has been assigned to EPA's Office of Research and Development
and its 15 major field installations, one of which is the Corvallis
Environmental Research Laboratory.
The primary mission of the Corvallis laboratory is research on the
effects of environmental pollutants on terrestrial, freshwater,
and marine ecosystems; the behavior, effects, and control of pollutants in lake systems; and the development of predictive models
on the movement of pollutants in the biosphere.
This report describes classificatory techniques for demonstrating
similarities in the distribution of species or in the composition
of biological communities. Numerical classification offers a
promising quantitative method for analyzing the impact of pollution on aquatic community structure.
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A. F. Bartsch, Director
Corvallis Environmental
Research Laboratory
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ABSTRACT
Numerical classification encompasses a variety of techniques
for the grouping of entities based on the resemblance of
their attributes according to mathematically stated criteria. In ecology this usually involves classific~tion
of collections, representing sites or sampling per1ods,
or classification of species. Classification can thus
simplify patterns of collection resemblance or species
distribution patterns in an instructive and efficient
manne r.
Procedures of numerical classification are thoroughly reviewed, including data manipulations, computation ~f
r e semblance measures and clustering methods.
The 1mportance
and e ffects of transformations and standardizations are
di s cussed.
It is particularly critical to choose an
app ropriate resemblance measure which best corresponds
with the investigator's concept of ecological resemblance.
Clu s tering methods form groups on the basis of patter~s
of inte r-entity similarity. Various types of clusterlng
me thods e xist but currently the most useful and best
d e veloped are those which are exclusive, intrinsic,
.
hierarchical and agglomerative. Agglomerative clusterlng
me thod s which distort spatial relationships and intensely
c luster are often most useful with ecological data.
Th e value of post-clustering analyses in the interpretation
of the results of numerical classifications is stressed.
Thes e include reallocation of misclassified entities,
comparison of classifications of collections with thos~
of species (nodal analysis), comparing alternate c~assl
fi ca tions, testing differences among groups, relatlng
clas sification to extrinsic environmental factors and
i n te rfacing classification with other multivariate
analyse s.
The use f ulne ss of numerical classification is demonstrated
f or obj ec tive analysis of the data sets resulting from
field s urveys and monitoring studies conducted for the
assess me nt of effe cts of pollution. However, to date few.
pol l ution bi o logi sts have applied the more powerful classlf i catory te c h nique s and post-clustering analyses.
iv
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SECTION I
CONCLUSIONS
The wide variety of numerical classificatory techniques
available is bewildering but affords the investigator a
choice of the methods which most appropriately simulate
ecologically meaningful criteria.
Guidelines for the
choice of classificatory strategies based on the efficacy
of the various techniques are given but the most appropriate design depends on circumstances and the questions
posed.
Currently the most useful and easiest to apply are combinatorial agglomerative clustering methods applied to
similarity, distance or correlation resemblance matrices.
Polythetic divisive methods are theoretically attractive
but are at this point poorly developed and are not widely
available.
Data manipulations, including reduction, transformations,
and standardizations can profoundly affect the result~ ~f
a numerical classification. Their use should be justlfled
and only manipulations appropriate to the ecological questions posed should be applied.
Analyses performed on the results of the numerical cl~s~
ification greatly enhance interpretation of the classlflcation and thus ecological insight.
In particular,
relating normal classifications (of collections) to
inverse classifications (of species) in two-way tables,
referred to here as nodal analysis, is simple and
effective.
Although numerical classification has been used effectively in water pollution investigations, its use is not
widespread and most studies have not employed particularly
effective techniques. Appropriate classificatory techniques applied with properly designed sampling approaches
should prove very useful in future impact assessments.
1

SECTION II
RECOMMENDATIONS
Ecologists employing numerical classification should
become familiar with the wide range of methods available
sho uld und erstand the strengths and weaknesses of these '
methods in the analy sis of ecological data and should
design appropr iate sampling and analytical approaches to
assess t he environmental problem at hand.
This task should
be made easier by the recent appearance of several texts
on th e sub j ect of numerical classification as well as by
this report.
Computer p rog ram s for a wide variety of numerical classification methods should be more available to and useable
by the practicing ecologist.
Me t hodological advances are needed in several areas,
no tab l y in poly th etic divisive clustering me~h?ds, in
objective proce dures for reallocatio~ o~ ent1t1es ~fter
initial class if ic atio n, a nd for stat1st1cally test1ng
diffe r en ce s a mon g classificatory groups.
Th e u se of numeri cal classification i~ water.pollution
inves tiga ti ons should be encouraged, 1 n part 1 cularly where
biotic assemblages are diverse and.patt e rns of occurrence
compl e x .
However, choice of.tec~n 1 ques depe~ds on the
inve st ig ator ' s ecological cr 1 ter 1 a and th~ Clrcumstances
of the study.
The approach should be rat1onal rather
than routi n e.

2

SECTION III
INTRODUCTION
The use of multivariate analytical techniques in community
ecology has expanded tremendously in recent years.
These
techniques have the appeal of objective analysis and simplification of the complex arrays of data generated in field
studies.
These data arrays typically take the form of
measures of abundance of the various species represented
in a series of collections.
Mental capacity to perceive
patterns in such data arrays quickly diminishes with the
size of the array, i.e. with the number of collections and
the number of species.
Thus, except in very limited studies
or in cases of extremely low species richness, reproducible
procedures for the detection and description of patterns
are indeed desirable.
The wide availability of computers ha~spurred a surge in
development of multtvariate techniques for the analysis of
complex data sets and their wide application in ecology,
taxonomy, other biological sciences and in such disparate
fields as medicine, criminology, anthropology, geology,
remote sensing, engineering and the humanities (Anderberg
1973, Sneath and Sakal 1973, Sakal 1974). As a consequence
of the broad-based and rapid development of multivariate.
analyses, the relevant literature on techniques and appllcations is diffuse and often obscure.
A review of the
applications of multivariate analyses in aquatic ecology
shows that most practitioners were unaware of or lacked
facility with the broad range of techniques now in existence, but instead have been restricted to familiar or
readily available techniques.
Also, b e cause of the . .
matnenlatical nature of the techniques and the exce~sl~e
amount of unstandardized jargon common in the disclpllne,
application of multivariate techniques is often more
obfuscating than illuminating to the non-specialist.
The use of multivariate analyses in field ecological
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research on man's impacts and in environmental baseline
studies is rapidly increasing. Need for a compilation
review and evaluation of the various techniques available
was recognized in the development of the Environmental
Protection Agency's research program on Biological Indices
for Marine Ecosystems. Thus, this critical review was
commissioned to assist the Agency in evaluating and con ducting research on environmental impacts and to serve
as a reference for practicing aquatic ecologists. This
report constitutes a general review of numerical classification or cluster analysis. Subsequent reports resultin
from research on a new gr~nt (R 804~2?-01~0) will focus ong
new developments in numer~cal class~f~c~t~on, on ordination
and related techniques, and on appl~cat1ons of techniques.
rtant texts and reviews treating numerical
have recently been published, some while
class~f~ca
·
· especiall
.
t ~on
was in preparat~on.
Th e rea d er 1s
t~1s re~o~o books by clifford an~ St~phenson (19?5) and Y
d1rec~e (
) on ecological appl1cat1ons of mult1variate
1975
Orloc~
Sneath and Sokal (1973) on biological (chi e fly
analyse~,) applications of numerical classificati o n, a n d
~~~~~:~~ (l 9 73) and Hartigan (1975) on g e neral a p pli c ation
cluster analysis. Because of.these existing r e f e r e nces ~
of
t mpt is made here to descr1be many of the t e chnique '
no
·
s
coverage.
Rath e r an
. dat t e ~l nor to be exh aus t"1ve 1n
~n
e . a....
·
·
f
t
h
·
·
11
b
·
w summar~zat~on o
ec n1ques w1
e prov1ded tooverv~e
·
· ap~l1cat~on
·
·
1· n aquatic
gether
with an eva 1 h~a t 10n
otf th ~1r
since bot ersome erm1no og1cal d1fferences e:x·
eco 1 o gy ·
.
f
1st
in the diverse l1terature, requent cross-referencing of
terms will be made.
.

Sever~ 1 .~mpt~

1

NUMERICAL CLASSIFICATION
In simplest terms, classification i~ the ordering of e ntities into gro~ps or sets on.t~e b~sls.of th~ relationships
of their attr1butes. Class1f1cat1on 1s an 1mportant biological process which must ~redate man, but the sci e nce of
classification has had a fa1rly recent and parallel d e v e lopment in several disciplines (Sokal 1974).
In ecology th e entiti e s most.often classified are biological collections or observat1ons. The classification of
collections or observations, eith e r conscious or subconscious is central to the ecologi s t's conce ption of communiti es : Ecolog is t s a~ s o class ify s p e cies on the basis of
their e cological attr1butes. Thus , we think of tropical,
4

intertidal or demersal species and carnivores or depositfeeders on the basis of where they occur or what they do.
Numerical classification or cluster analysis encompasses a
wide var1ety of techn1ques for order1ng ent1ties into groups
on the basis of certain formal pre-established criteria
rather than on subjective and undefined conceptions.
Numerical classifications have certain advantages over
subjective classifications, notably:
(l) they can be
based on a much larger number of attributes than is allowed
by human mental capacity; and (2) once the classificatory
criteria are set, their results are repeatable by any
investigator studying the same data set.
It is important to distinguish classification from several
other processes and analyses. First, the process of
"identification", involving the allocation of additional
unidentified entities to the most appropriate class, once
such classes have been established (Dagnelie 1971, Sneath
and Sokal 1973, Sokal 1974), is here excluded from classification.
The use of techniques of numerical identification
(e.g. discriminant analysis) both in reallocating members of
classes to improve classifications and in assigning new
members to classes will be considered in a future report.
On the other hand, "dissection", or the optimal splitting
of a continuous into a discontinuous series (Clifford
and Stephenson 1975) , is here considered a case of
classification.
Secondly, various multivariate analyses other than numerical
classification may be applied to ecological data. Thes~
include, in addition to various regression and correlat1on
approaches, a broad group of techniques referred t? by .
biologists as ordination.
In ordination the relat1onsh1ps
among entities are expressed in a simplified spatial model
of a few dimensions, with no attempt to group or draw
boundaries between classes (Pielou 1969, Whittaker 196?,
Whittaker and Gauch 1973, Sneath and Sokal 1973, Orlocl
1975). Ordination includes such techniques as princi~al
compon~nts analysis, factor analysis, princ~p~l co?rd1nates
analys1s, correspondence analysis, and mult1d1mens1onal
scaling.
PROCEDURES OF NUMERICAL CLASSIFICATION
To orient the reader to the following sections, a brief
description of the chain of procedures in numerical
5

classifications is in order. Numerical classifications
are generally directed by a set of algebraically expressed
criteria (an algorithm).
This chain of operations begins
with the original data, in one or more forms which may be
further transformed to conform to certain preconditions.
In ecological applications the original data are generally
in the form of a matrix of some measure of abundance of
each species in a series of collections (Fig. 1). Section
IV considers the different forms data may take and reductions or transformations which may be performed before
proceeding with a clustering algorithm.
From the original or transformed data matrix most numerical
classifications then require the computation of a resemblance measure between all pairs of entities being classlfied. Th1s is a numerical expression of the degree of
·similarity, or, conversely, dissimilarity, between the
entities on the basis of their attributes.
In .ecology,
the entities being classified may be collections (representing sites, stations, or temporal intervals) with
species content as the attributes .
This may be referred
to as a normal classification as opposed to an inverse
classification of species as entities with their presence
or abundance in the collections ~s attributes (Williams
and Lambert 196la).
"Normal" and "inverse" are synonymous
with the widely used terms "Q analysis" and "R analysis,"
respectively. However the Q/R distinction has been confused
in the past (Ivimey-Cook, Proctor and Wigston 1969) and the
normal/inverse terminology is fast becoming standard in
ecology. The wide variety of resemblance measures used or
proposed are reviewed in Section v.
Matrices of inter-entity resemblance measures are usually
required to perform normal or inverse analyses (Fig. 1).
These matrices are symmetric in that one corner is the
mirror image of the other across the "self-match" diagonal
and thus it is necessary to display only half the matrix,
as in Fig. 1, as the excluded portion is repetitious. A
familiar type of resemblance half-matrix is an inter-city
distance finder commonly found on road maps.
Resemblance
matrices are often presented, sometimes as familiar shadecoded "trellis diagrams" (Fig. 2), in the ecological literature (Macfadyen 1963) . From the resemblance matrix one
can go further and seek to group entities into groups on
the basis of their patterns of resemblance (Fig. 1). This
is the e s s ence of clustering. The great variety of
cluste ring methods available are summarized in Section

VI.
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Example of a "trellis diagram" or a rearranged
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All too frequently, the results of numerical classification
are presented with painfully little interpretation. Recognizing that classificatory techniques attempt only to
simplify complex data sets and not to provide ecological
interpretations, post-clustering analyses and interpretive
techniques are emphasized in Section VII.
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SECTION IV
DATA
Despite the recent proliferation of texts on mathematical
e cology (Pielou 1969, 1974, 1975, Sokal and Rohlf 1969,
Poole 1974) there is a paucity of comprehensive treatments
of the problems of ecological data and data manipulation
appropriate to applications of numerical classification.
Clifford and Stephenson (1975, Chapters 5 and 7) present
a thorough discussion of the types of data and data manipulations ecologists are likely to use with numerical classification.
The following discussion of data problems is
intended to be complementary to their treatment.
FORMS OF DATA
The usual form of ecological data to which numerical classificatory techniques are applied is the presence or some
quantitative measure of importance (numerical abundance,
biomass, productivity, rank, etc.) of taxa in collections.
However, entities may be classified on the basis of other
ecological attributes, for example classifying sites on the
basis of abiotic environmental variables.
In general terms, data may be considered to be of one of
five basic types (Clifford and Stephenson 1975):
(1)
Binary - possessed of two character states, in ecology
generally species present or absent.
(2)
Disordered multistate - possessing three or more contrasting forms each ranking equal, e.g. red, white, blue.
(3)
Ordered multistate - possessing a hierarchy of contrasting forms, wh1ch encompasses the total variation in
the range of entities under study, e.g. abundant, common,
rare.
(4)
Ran ked - graded within a collection, e.g. most abund a nt, se cond most abundant, etc.

10

(5)
Quantitative - quantitative data may be me ristic
(counts) or continuous (size).
Binary Data
In most ecological applications data will b e binary or
quantitative. The use of binary data was generally th e
rule in early ecological applications of multivariate
analyses, but the use of quantitative data is growing fast.
However, use of binary data is still quite common and in
certain applications, e.g. in biogeography, may be the only
practical approach. Many ecologists have generally dis~
dained the use of binary data in situations wh e re quantltative data may be collected (Grieg-Smith 1964, p. 160,
Clifford and Stephenson 1975, p. 39, Ste phenson 1973) ·
Others have noted that, especially iJ there are many z~ro?
(species absences) in the data matrix, use of binary rather
than quantitative data involves loss of relatively little
information (Lance and Williams 1967b, Williams et al.
19 7 3) .
Actually, the choice between the use of binary or quantitative data involves a decision as to the ecological que stion
asked by the analyst.
In a normal analysis res e mblance
measures based on binary data ask "How similar are the
.
species lists of two collections?" In an inverse analys1s
the question is "What is the degree of co-occurrence of two
species?" Collections may have identical species lists, but
vast differences in the relative abundances or dominance of
the species, and species may be continuously sympatric, but
have distinct habitat preferences.
Quantitative Data
Various types of quantitative data may be used, alth~ugh the
most common are counts or densities (meristic) and b1omass
(continuous). Other continuous data forms such as productivity, respiration, or cover may also be used.
If many
7eplicate s~mples are taken, frequency of species occurrence
1n the repl1cates may be used as an importance measure.
Again, the choice of data type is an ecological rath~r
than an analytical question and often the data form lS
dictated by circumstances. The use of different types
of quantitative data, e.g. numerical density versus biomass,
may yield vastly different classifications (Clifford and
Stephenson 1975, p. 44).
11

In some ecological situations where analyses of samples is
but sampling effort is inconsistent or unquant,
1f1ed, e.g. with dredge hauls, resulting data may not be
quantitatively comparable between collections. In such
cases, the investigator not content with basing a classification solely on binary data may express the data as ordereq
multistate or ranked by using a numerical scoring system.
Alternately the data may be collection-standardized (see
below) by expressing species importance as percent of the
total in the collection.
~u~ntitative

The non-random form and typically great inequalities of
quantitative data bare frequent problems. Thus, one often
has to compare very large, and sometimes aberrant, quantities with small quantities to determine resemblance. Data
transformations of various types are often used to alleviat~
this problem. Transformations are increasingly routine in
ecological classification, but their application is frequently unthinking or arbitrary and their effects on classifications poorly understood.
DATA REDUCTION
Ecological surveys often generate very large data matrices,
due in part to the great abundance of relatively rare
species in many communities. Large data matrices are
commonly reduced before performing numerical classifications.
This is done by the elimination or amalgamation
of certain collections or by the elimination of certain
species.
Clifford and Stephenson (1975) list three reasons why data
reduction may be desirable:
(1) to reduce the number of
computations, and therefore the resultant expense; (2) to
permit the use of certain classificatory strategies which
would not otherwise be available because of the mass of
data; and (3) to exclude data which have little or no
biological meaning.
Most commonly, data matrices are reduce d by elimination of
species.
The simplest and most widely used criterion for
elimination is frequency in the collections. Thus, one may
eliminate species occurring only once, twi c e, e tc. Th e
rationale is that since the p robability o f o ccurrence o f
ve ry rare species in any given collection i s sma ll, c o occurrence r e lationships of thes e species may be due mo r e
to chance than t o s imila r habit a t requ i rements. Th e
12

occurrence of very rare species is often patternless, at
least within the limits of reasonable sampling effort.
However, before excluding species occurring in less than
some arbitrary frequency, the data should be studied for
rare species which seem to be habitat-restricted . These
shou ld be retained if possible. Alternately, some investigators have excluded species whose overall or maximum
abundance fell below a given leve l (e.g . Day, Field and
Montgomery 1971).
Other criteria for exclusion are also possible. Boesch
(1976) excluded species on the basis of habitat-constancy.
Only species which exceeded a minimum level of overall
constancy in the seasonally replicated samples at a site
were included in the analysis. Stephenson and his associates have used several mor e complicated techniques to
decide on the elimination of species. These have included:
(l) estab lishing a minimum inter-species resemblance level
(i.e. a species must at least have a certain resemblance to
ano th er species to be included) (St ephe nson, Williams and
Lance 1970); (2) sorting out of species which do not contribute much to the overall "pattern" by a divisive monothetic clustering method (s ee Section VI) (Stephenson,
Williams and Lance 1970, Stephenson, Williams and Cook
1972); (3) assessing the contribution of a species to the
var ianc e of the data matrix (Williams and Stephenson 1973,
Stephenson, Williams and Cook 1974); and (4) testing the
conformity of species to predetermined collection groups
(Williams and Stephenson 1973; Stephenson, Williams and
Cook 1974) . Each of Stephenson's techniques tend~to
accentuate habitat-specificity at the expense of ubi~ui~Y·
There is a danger of excluding moderately common, ub1gu1tous species from the analysis, thus yielding an exaggerated
"sharpness" in the classification.

I~ the past, ecologists applying classification to.collec~
t1on data have often been far too cavalier and arb1trary ln
the e limination of species from data sets. Exclusion c7iteria ultimately depend on the ecological question on~ 1 s.
attempting to pose in the analysis. The intuitive cr1terla
in most cases are themselves multivariat e , thus it is reasonable to impose several criteria in making decision~ on
exc lusion. An elaborate attempt to incorporate a varlety
of criteria was made by Grigal and Ohmann (1975) wh~ ranked
species according to six different criteria, includlng
overall frequency, mean abundance, deviation of the standard
deviation of their abundance from that predicted from.the.
mean , information content of binary occurrence, contrlbutlon
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to inter-collection differences, and sums of loadings in ah
inverse principal components analysis.
Reduction of the data matrix by eliminatiom of collections
may be made on more straightforward bases.
Collections of
doubtful quality, i.e. "bad hauls," may be eliminated on
practical grounds. Adjacent samples may be combined if
suitable homogeneity exists.
Temporal samples from a
~tation may be combined if the primary aim of the analysis
~s to elucidate spatial patterns while ignoring temporal
lnteractions and, conversely, contemporary samples may be
combined over a series of stations to examine overall ·
temporal patterns (Stephenson, Williams and Cook 1974).
TRANSFORMATIONS
Transformations of original data may be suggested because
of one or several of the following reasons:
(1) ecologica~
collections usually produce large numbers (or biomass) of ~
f ew species and small numbers of many; (2) the distributio~
of species abundance tends to be non-normal; and (3) sampling effort may be inconsistent.
It is important to distinguish between two basic types of "transformations": .
transformations (sensu stricto) and standardizations.
Transformatlons are alteratlons to the attribute scores
(species abundance) of entities without reference to the
range of scores within the population as a whole. Common
transformations are square root, logarithmic and arcsine
(Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Standardizations are alterations
which depend on some property of the array of scores under
consideration. A common standardization is the conversion
of values to percentages, e.g. percent of the total number
of individuals in a sample by each species.
Transformations
Perhaps the most common transformation is conversion of
species scores into logarithms. Usually, because of the
presence of zero scores, the transformation takes the form
log (x+l). This transformation may be applied when the mean
population estimates are positively correlated with their
variance to normalize the distribution of sample estimates
(Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Logarithmic transformation has the
other very important effect in numerical classification of
reducing the discrepancy between large and small values in
the computation of resemblance measures. In ecological
14

terms this reduces the relative contribution of very abundant species to inter-collection resemblance and reduces th e
relative contribution of high density occurrences to interspecies resemblance.
Clifford and Stephenson (1975) present
a detailed discussion of the effects of transformations on
commonly used resemblance measures.
1 2
Other types of transformations are exponential (e.g. x 1 ,
(x+c)l/2, where cis a small number, xl/3, etc.) and arcsine
or angular (especially appropriate to percentages or proportions) transformations. Another type of transformation
which has been used with the Canberra metric resemblance
measure (see Section V) involves the addition of a small
number to all species scores (Stephenson et al. 1972,
Boesch 1973) to decrease the relative contribution of 1/0
matches to resemblance.
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The most common standardization is by collection total,
/' :.,. '
(xi/~ xi, where xi is the importance of the ~-th species
in a collection such that the original species scores become
proportions or percentages of the total. Collection total
standardization is implicit in the widely used "percentage
similarity" (also known to marine ecologists as index of
affinity or dominance affinity) as a measure of res e mblance
(Sanders 1960, Goodall 1973). Collection total standardization is most appropriate when unequal sampling e ffort
disallows direct comparison of absolute abundance data.
Alternately, values may be standardized by species total,
i.e. species abundance values are divided by the total
I
abu~dance ?f the species in all collections ~j/ ~ .xj, wh~re
Xj 1s the 1mportance of the species in quest1on 1n t~e J-th
collection. Clifford and Stephenson (1975) discuss.ln
detail the reasons for applying collection and spec1es
standardization and the effects of standardizations on
resemblance measures.
Other standardizations which have also been used include
(Noy-Meir 1971, Burr 1968): centering by expression of
species scores as deviates from the mean quantity of t he
species in all collections; division by species norm
(~ xj2)1/2 or collection norm (~ xi2)1/2; division by
collection or species maximum, range, mean or standard
deviation; and double standardization by totals or norms
of both s.pecies and collections. All this may seem less
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confusing when one realizes that the familiar product-moment
correlation coefficient (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) is entitymean centered and entity-norm standardized.
Double standardizations have intriguing properties in that
they may alleviate scale problems (i.e. comparing large
nu~ers with small) in both normal and inverse analyses
us1ng the same transformed data set (Boesch 1973). Bray
and Curtis (1957) used a two-step (successive) standardization involving division of scores by the maximum for
that species followed by division of the new scores by
the total for the collection.
Simultaneous double standardizations have been applied by Benzecri (1969), Austin and
Noy-Meir (1971), and Boesch (1973).
The double standardization used by Austin and Noy-Meir and Boesch produced
transformed elements,
y ..

lJ

=

X·,

~J

-------------------,
(};: Xij l.: Xij) 1/2
i

J

where Xij is the unstandardized value of the i-th species
in the j-th collection.
Classifications of the same data with different standardizations can yield strikingly different results (Austin and
Grieg-Smith 1968). Standardization involves weighting
information from different species or collections in the
overall multivariate analysis.
The choice of standardization in any particular study is therefore critical and
should be based on consideration of the purposes of .the
classification and the nature of the data, rather than a
"cookbook formula" (Noy-Meir 1971).
A case in point is the frequent use of collection total
standardizations in "percentage similarity" comparisons.
It is common in ecological data sets for abundant species
to vary widely in abundance and to be periodically collected
in unusually high numbers.
The effect of such variations
is to cause artificial inter-collection differences in the
standardized values of species whose absolute abundances
are fairly evenly distributed.
Thus standardization by
collection total only seems appropriate where sampling
effort is variable or unquantified (e.g. with dredge and ·
trawl hauls or an unmetered plankton tow) , where there are
considerable concordant differences in the abundances of
16

most species with i n the co l lection set, or where monopolizati on of a habitat is an important ecological criterion
(e.g. space cover on rocky shores or fouling plates).
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SECTION V
RESEMBLANCE MEASURES
NORMAL VS. INVERSE ANALYSES
The ecological questions posed by normal and inverse analyses are substantially different.
A normal resemblance
meas ure expresses the degree of overall "likeness" between
assemblages of organisms, and an inverse resemblance measure reflects the similarity in the distribution patterns
(spatial or temporal) between species.
However, classificatory algorithms can proceed identically for both
normal and inverse analyses.
Thus, while some authors
consider normal resemblance measures separate from inverse
measures (Goodall 1973, Anderberg 1973), I will describe
the two simultaneously and identically by referring to
entities and attributes, with the implicit understanding
that in normal analyses collections are the entities and
species are th e attributes and in inverse analyses species
are entities and coll e ctions are attributes.
GENERAL
Large numbers of resemblance measures have been proposed in
the literature and many have been more or less restricted to
certain disciplines, e.g. numerical taxonomy, social sciences , etc.
It far exceeds the scope of this report to list
even all of those that have been used in ecology.
Instead,
only those measures which have been used in aquatic ecological investigations or show promise for application are
treated and reference is made to their application in the
literature. This section should serve only as a starting
point for the reader interested in application of one or
more resemblance measures.
For more exhaustive discussions
one should consult Sneath and Sokal (1973, Chap. 4),
Anderberg (1973, Chaps. 4 and 5), Goodall (1973), Clifford
and Stephenson (1975, Chap. 6), and Orloci (1975, Chap. II).
18

As or i e nt at i on to the notation us e d in this summarization
o f re semb l ance me asures, consider the following m x n data
matrix , whose n columns represent the n entities to be
gro upe d on th e bas is of res e mblances and whos e m rows are
m un i t att ri bute s . Each entry xij in such a matrix is the
score o f en tity j for attribute i.

ENTITIES
ATTRIBUTES
(Normal=species;
In v e r s e : co 11 e c t.:...i-.:o..:n. :. .s.:. . :. . )--~( o.:::.=r.::m.::a:.:l~:..:::C:.::O:..:l::.;l:.:e:::...:::c..::t:.::i:..:o:::n:..::s:::..L;_:.I:..:n..:..v..:..e=-=r-=s-.:e=-:.:...s~p--e_c_l_·e_s.,:_)
1::.:..\J

1

2

1
2

Xl,l
X2,1

Xl,2
x2,2

m

xm,l

n

Xl,n
x2,n

Other a utho r s us e different symbolism and terminology, thus
the expression · of similari t y measures contained herein may
appear dif fer ent in other sources. Note that the entityattr ib ute terminology is consistent with that of Clifford
and Stephenson ( 197 5 ) e xce pt that they refer to inverse
c las sificati ons as clustering of attributes, whereas I
.
pre fer to switch the entity-attribute distin ction dependlng
on the type of an alysis . "Entity " and " attrib ute " may be
c ons i dere d e qu i ral ent to Sneath and Sak a l ' s (1973) "OTU"
and "ch arac ter,': resp e ctively, a nd Anderberg 's (1973) "data
unit " and " v ar iab le , " res pectively.
Various taxonomies of resemblance measures are al so used in
the texts liste d above. In most, divisions among some of
the ty p es of measures is rather a r bit rary and some of the
authors app l y iden tical terms to diffe rent types of me asures. The terminology used here is modified from Cli f ford
and Stephenson (1975) by referring to their "coefficients
of associa tion" as "correlation coe fficien ts" to remove
t he ambiguity with Sneath and Sokal's (1973) use of "association coefficients." Thus, I refer to (1) similarity
coefficients as those measures constrained between 0 and 1,
(2) correlation coefficients as those constrained between
-1 and 1, (3) Euclidean distance, (4) informaLion content
measures, and (5) probabilistic measures.
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SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS
As used here, similarity coefficients are those resemblance
measures which are 1 (or very close to it) when entities are
identical and 0 (or very close to it ) when entities have no
~ttributes in common.
Many auth0rs have expressed similarJ. ty in percentages, in which case the value range from lOo
to 0. The complement of similarity (1-S, if S is a similarity coefficient) is dissimilarity (D).
Some investigators use the concept of dissimilarity rather than
similarity and compute dissimilarity coefficients for
the sake of operational ease.
Also, dissimilarity can
be considered analagous to inter-entity distance, allowing
the use of dissimilarity measures in certain clustering and
ordination techniques based on Euclidean distances (see
below).
I use similarity rather than dissimilarity here
because it seems intuitively clearer to most ecologists,
but it is a very simple matter to convert one to the other,
e.g. if S = 0.6, D = 0.4 and vice versa.
Qualitative Similarity Coefficients
Coefficients of comparison of entities based on binary data
(i.e., species presence or absence) can be conveniently
explained using the symbolism of a 2 x 2 contingency table
which lists the frequencies of agreement and disagreement
of their binary attributes.
The general form of the 2 x 2
contingency and the meanings of its elements in ecological
terms in both normal or inverse analysis are given in Fig,
3. Note that the sum a+c is the to~a~ number of positive
attributes (occurrences) for entity \ 'J,.,, the sum j-+b is the
total number of positive attributes for entity ~, ~ and the
sum a+b+c+d is the total number of attributes for which
entities have been compared.
Table 1 lists th e commonly used similarity coefficients for
binary data and some of their properties and constraints.
The first coefficient, the simple matching coefficient,
differs from the others in the inclusion in the expression
of d, the number of joint absences or "double zero matches."
As Clifford and Stephenson (1975) point out, in many circumstances i t would seem ridiculous to regard two entiti e s as
simila r largely o n t he basis of them both lacking something.
With most ecological data sets joint absences of species
has relatively little meaning, given the rarity and contagious distri b uti o n o f s ome s pecies, and for this reason
similarity coefficients invol v ing conjoint absences are
20

2 x2

CONTINGENCY TABLE

ENTITY

0

b

a
( I, I )

( I,O)

ENTITY 2

GENERAL

0

d

C to, ; )

I

COLLECTION

NO . SPECIES
IN

COMMON

A
0

NO . SPECIES
IN 8 BUT
NOT A

COLLECTION B

0

NO . SPECIES
IN A BUT
NOT B

NORMAL
ANALYSIS

NO . SPEC! ES
NOT REPRESENTED IN
A OR B

SPECIES

0
NO . OF CO-

I
SPECIES 2

0

Fig. 3.

OCCURRENCES

NO. OF
OCCURRENCES
OF 2 WITHOUT I

INVERSE
ANALYSIS

NO . OF
NO . OF TIMES
OCCURRENCES NEITHER I
OF I WITHocOR 2
OUT 2
CUR RED

2 x 2 contingency tables showing elem7n~s a! b, c
and d used in computation of binary s~m~lar~ty
coefficients.
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generally not used in ecology (Green 19 71, Field 1971).
However, when most species are common or where there is a
high degree of species fidelity to particular collection
types, the simple matching coefficient may be useful.
Only three of the coefficients listed have been frequently
used in aquatic ecology--Jaccard, Dice and Fager coefficients.
The Jaccard and Dice coefficients are simple and
similar, with the difference that the Dice measure doubly
weights shared positive attributes (joint presences), and
thus will always be greater than or equal t9 the Jaccard
measure. Column 4 in Table 1 suggests that in the case
of disparate number of positive attributes, the Dice coefficient yields more intuitively accurate values. Furthermore, Clifford and Stephenson (1975) offer that in cases
where there are relatively few conjoint presences in the
data set the Dice coefficient is more attractive, and with
relatively many conjoint presences the Jaccard coefficient
is more attractive because it will give a wider spread of
values in the upper end of the range.
Goodall (1973) shows
that the sampling distribution of the Dice coefficient is
slightly more biased than that for the Jaccard coefficient.
The Fager coefficient has been widely used in marine ecole~
primarily because its author was active in that field. The
Fager coefficient is the Ochiai coefficient (Table 1) modified by subtraction of a "correction factor" which means
that the measure is not constrained between 0 and 1; rather
with no shared positive attributes the measure is slightly
less than 0 and with identical entities the measure is
slightly less than 1. Because of these and other undesirable properties Field (1971) and Clifford and Stephenson
(1975) raise objections to the use of the Fager coefficient.
The incorporation of a geometric mean term in the denominator of the Ochiai coefficient does make this "uncorrected"
form of the Fager coefficient more attractive than the
Jaccard coefficient when the entities have a disparate
number of positive attributes (Sepkoski and Rex 1974).
In summary, the most attractive similarity measures for
binary ecological data appear to be the Jaccard, Dice and

Ochiai coefficients. The selection of the most appropriate
coefficient depends on the nature of the data . . If the task
i s to discriminate relationships among closely similar
entities one might choose the Jaccard coefficient. If,
on the other hand, the entities vary widely in their number
of positive attributes (e.g. rich and poor collections in
a normal analysis or common and rare species in an inverse

!
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Table 1.

COMMONLY USED BINARY SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR
PROPERTIES. VARIABLES AS IN FIG. 3. EXPRESSIONS IN
COLUMN 1 RESULT WHEN TWO ENTITIES HAVE THE SAME NUMBER
OF POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES; THOSE IN COLUMN 2 WHEN THEY
SHARE NO POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES; THOSE IN COLUMN 3 WHEN
THEY ARE IDENTICAL; AND THOSE IN COLUMN 4 WHEN ONE
SAMPLE HAS TWICE AS MANY POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES AS THE
OTHER AND THE NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES IN COMMON IS ONEHALF THE NUMBER IN THE ENTITY WITH THE FEWER POSITIVE
ATTRIBUTES. ASSUME b~ c. MODIFIED FROM VALENTINE
(1973) AND CLIFFORD M~ D STEPHENSON (1975) .

1
Coefficient

a+c = a+b

2

3

a= 0

a = a+b+c

4
a+c
a
If a+b=l / 2 and a+c=l/ 2

N

w

( 1) Simple matching
a+d
a+b+c+d

a+d
a+2c+d

(2) Jaccard (=Iverson)
a
a+b+c
( 3) Dice (=S¢rensen,
Czekanowski)
2a
2a+b+c
''
(4) Kulczynski first
a
b+c
(. ~~

d
b+c+d

1

a
a+2c

0

l

l/ 5

a
a+c

0

l

1/ 3

a
2c

0

a+d
5a+d [if a=d, then=l/ 3]

I

00

.l/ 4

Table 1 (continued).

COMMONLY USED BINARY SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS AND
THEIR PROPERTIES.

2

1

~

a+c
a
a+b and a+c=1/2

a+c = a+b

a=O

(5) Ku1czynski second
1
a
1
(a+b
a+c)
2

a
a+c

0

1

3/8

(6) Simpson
-ac

a
a+c·

0

1

1/2

a
a+c

0

1

1/4

a
a+c

0

1

1/

Coefficient

N

4

3

a= a+b+c

(7) Braun-B1anquet
a
b
( 8) Ochiai (=Otsuka)

a
l(a+b)
(9)

(a+c)
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Fager
a
l(a+b)

1
(a+c) 21a+b

a __
1
a+c 2~

-

1

2 l a+b

1 -

1

2 la+b

(1/

1ST -

(1/4
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analysis) one should choose the Dice or Ochiai. Another
advantage of the Dice coefficient is that it is the binary
equivalent of the most commonly used quantitative similarity measure, the Bray-Curtis or Czekanowski coefficient
(see below) .
Quantitative Similarity Coefficients
As in the case of binary similarity measures, many quantitative similarity coefficients have been proposed or
employed, although only a handful have been applied in
aquatic ecology.
An important class of quantitative similarity coefficients are derivatives of metric distance
functions (Minkowski metrics) whose general form can be
stated as

=

Dok
J

(10)

O:lxoo-XokiP)l/p.
i
l]
l

In particular, coefficients are derived from the Manhattan
metric in which p = 1, thus
D k
J
0

E Ix
-x k
i
lJ
l

=

0

0

0

( 11)
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Metrics in their basic forms are unconstrained (they range
from zero to infinity) and are distance rather than similarity measures.
The metric derivatives discussed here
are expressed as constrained similarity/dissimilarity
coefficients.
Bray-Curtis Coefficient The Bray-Curtis similarity coefficient (Clifford and
Stephenson 1975) is perhaps the most widely employed
quanti~a~iveomeasureoin ecology.
It can be expressed
as a slmllarlty or dlssimilarlty measure:
2 E min

sjk =

E

(x

i
E
i

Djk

(x

i

0

0

l]

0

0

l]

,

xik)

-
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( 12)
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( 13)

This measure has been often referred to as the Czekanowski
coefficient (Field 19 71, Day, Field & Montgomery 1971) as
it is a quantitative extension of the binary similarity
coefficient used by Czekanowski (1909) and referred to
above as the Dice coefficient.
If the scores are standardized by entity-total (i.e. expressed as proportion or
percent) , Bray Curtis similarity becomes "percentage similarity" widely used in American plant ecology and made
popular in marine ecology by Sanders' (1960) application
in the study of a marine benthic community.
(Sanders refers
to the coefficient as "dominance affinity"). If the scores
are expressed as proportion of the total-for the entity
(p. . = x. . I L: x 1· J') , then
lJ

lJ

=

L:

( 14)

min (p .. ,p.k)
lJ

i

l

or the sum of the minimum proportions (or percentages) of
each attribute.
The Bray-Curtis coefficient both in its unstandardized and
"percent standardized" forms has been extensively used in
marine ecology.
Some examples are Barnard (1970), Bloom,
Simon and Hunter (1972), Day et al. (1971), Eagle (1973,
1975)
Field (1970, 1971), Field and MacFarlane (1968),
Gage Cl974), Hartzband and Hummon (1974), Kay and Knights
(1975), Markle and Musick (1974), Mauchline (1972),
Nichols (1970), Sanders (1960), Sanders and Hessler (1969),
Santos and Simon (1974), Stephenson and Williams (1971),
Stephenson, Williams and Cook (1972), Wade (1972), Ward
(1973), and Warwick and Gage (1975).
Ruzicka Coefficient A variant of the Bray-Curtis coefficient was proposed by
Ruzicka (1958) and is expressed as
[

sjk =
[

i

.. ,x.k)
min (x lJ
l

i
(x l..
+x.k)
]
l

[

i

[

= i

.. ,x.k)
min (x lJ
l

The d issimilarity measure thus becomes
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max (x. ·+X·k)
lJ
l

The difference between this and the Bray-Curtis coefficient
is that the Ruzicka measure divides the sum of the minimum
shared attributes by the sum of the maximum attribute
scores whereas in the Bray-Curtis measure the sum of the
minimums is divided by the sum of the average (between the
two entities) attribute scores.
Because of this the
Ruzicka coefficient is more affected by large differences,
thus high attribute scores, which makes it less sensitive
in the middle range of resemblance than the Bray Curtis
coefficient.
Despite the drawback the coefficient has ..
recently been used by Dutch marine phytoecologists (CollJn
and Koeman 1975, Van den Hoek, Cortel-Breeman and Wanders
1975).
Canberra metric Coefficient A principal difference between the Bray-Curtis similarity
coefficient and the aforementioned binary similarity
coefficients is the effect of size of the score on the
measure.
In the Bray-Curtis coefficient and many other
quantitative resemblance measures, attributes with high
scores largely determine the value of the measure whereas
attributes with low scores are relatively unimportant.
In ecological terms this means that abundant species
largely determine inter-collection (normal) resemblance
and dense occurrences largely determine inter-speci~s
(inverse) resemblance.
Indeed in many ecological clrcumstances this might be an intuitively appealing characteristic, but in others it may be tantamount to basing .
inter-collection resemblance on only one or two spec7es.
To overcome this characteristic of quantitative metrlc
and correlation measures Lance and Williams (1966, l967b)
proposed · the Canberra metric coefficient which is usually
expressed in its dissimilarity form
Djk= l L:
m i

lxij-Xikl
(xij+xik)
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( l 7)

The similarity form of the coefficient is

( 18)

Thus, the Canberra metric is the average of a series of
fractions representing the inter-entity agreement of ea~h
attribute and, as such, has a built-in attribute standardiza tio,n. An outstandingly large attribute score can
contribute to only one of the summed fractions and so d\>es
not dominate the coefficient.
In this regard the Canbetra
metric coefficient can be considered intermediate betwe~n
other quantitative similarity, distance and correlation
measures and binary resemblance measures.
The incorporation of zero scores in the Canberra metric is
subject to certain conventions (Clifford and Stephenson
1975}.
Double zero matches (i.e. when attribute scores of
both entities being compared are zero) are usually igno~ed
for the same reasons that binary coefficients incorporating
the joint absence contingency are disfavored. Thus the
appropriate divisor is not m, the total number of attri,
butes, but m-r where r is the 0 number of double zero comDarisons. Secondly, since when one of the at·tribute score~
is zero the fraction contributed to the sum is one, small
numbers may be substituted for zero in the case of single
zero matches to ensure a greater contribution to dissim~
ilarity of an attribute difference of 1000 to 0 than of a
difference of l to 0, for example.
If applied to binary data, with the supression of doublezero matches, the Canberra metric reduces to S=a/a+b+c,
i.e. the Jaccard coefficient.
Use of the canberra metric in aquatic ecology to date has
been confined to associates of the Canberra (Australia)
school of numerical classification, e.g. Boesch (1973) and
Stephenson et al. (1972).
Morisita Coefficient The Morisita coefficient (Morisit a 1959) i s not deri ve d
from metric distance functions, rath e r it is r e lated to
both correlation and information conte n t resembl an ce me asures. However, since it ranges from 0 (no resemblance)
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to ± l (identity) it is here considered a similarity coefficient. The coefficient, often referred to as CA or C 0 is
given by
2 E x .. x.k
i
lJ l

( 19)
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l)

( 21)
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The terms\. and Ak are the Simpson (1949) diversity measures for t~e attributes of entities j and k, respectively.
The basic term of this coefficient, as in other correlation
coefficients, is the product of the two attribute scores
being compared rather than the differences in the two
scores as in coefficients derived from metrics. This leads
to a heavier weighting of the importance of attributes with
high schores than, say, the Bray-Curtis coefficient.
~hus,
the Morisita coefficient can be expected to reflect prlmarily the resemblance of scores of the most abundant species in a normal analysis and the resemblance of outstanding
abundances of species in an inverse analysis. On the other
hand, correlations, in general, are less influenced by
scale differences between entities than are the " me t r1· c"
expressions, which are based on differences in attribute
scores.
In ecological terms this means that in an inverse
comparison a r' usually abundant species will have low resemblance to a species which is usually not very abundant,
1
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even if their abundances are correlated, when a "metric"
derived measure is used but may have high resemblance on
the basis of the Morisita coefficient.
The Morisita coefficient has been used in marine ecolo~ by
Barnard (1970), Bloom et al. (1972), Livingston ('1975) and
Ono (1961).
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
If an entity is construed to be represented by a point. in
an m dimensional space 1 each dimension of which corresponds
to an attribute and is orthagonal (at a right angle) to ~e
other dimensions (or axes), the Euclidean distance is the
linear distance between any two points (entities) in that
hyperspace.
The coordinates of the m axes are the scores
of the attributes represented by the axes and the distance
betwe en two points can be computed as the square root of
the sums of the squared differences between attribute
scores,

=

(~
l

(x .. - x.k)2]1/2
lJ

l

You may recognize this as a Minkowski metric (Equation 10)
where p = 2.
Euclidean distance may, of course, range from
0 (when entities are identical) to infinity. Either
Euclidean distance itself or its square may be used as the
distance measure.
The concept and computation of Euclidean distance may be
made clearer by consideration of Fig. 4 which depicts the
spatial relationship of three points (entities) in th~e
dimensions.
The distance between any two points can be
computed by squaring the difference of their coordinates
on each axis, summing those squared values and taking the
square root of the sum.
This can be expanded to additiona ]
dimensions with the addition of attributes. The squared
differences between the scores of each additional attribute
can simply be added on to the squared distance . .
Because differences between attribute scores are squared,
Euclidean distance heavily weights attributes with high
scores and worsens the scale problem between high scoring
and low scoring entities compared to the Bray-Curtis
30
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representing three attributes.
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coefficient (Orloci 1967, 1973, 1975, Clifford and
Stephenson 1975}.
Thus, in ecological applications
Euclidean distance may place overemphasis on dominance
o~ outstanding abundances and may result in artificially
hJ.gh resemblance between entities which do not have many
attributes in common but whose attribute scores are leVI
To overcome these weaknesses trans formations or standardizations are usually applied to the data. Williams and
Stephenson (1973} and Stephenson, Williams and Cook (1974)
used a cube-root transformation.
Standardizations by
entity-norm (Orloci 1967, Pielou 1969, Noy Mier 1971)
and by species variance (Hughes and Thomas 197la, b) a:re
frequently used.
With binary data the Euclidean distance reduces to D = +
using the notation of the 2 x 2 contingency table (Cliffor
and Stephenson 1975).
Marine ecological applications of Euclidean distance as a
resemblance measure include Holland and Dean (1976), HugheS
and Thomas (197la, b), Polgar (1975), Stephenson et al.
(1974) and Williams and Stephenson (1973).
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
Most correlation coefficients range from -1 (completely
dissimilar) to +1 (completely similar). Many, but not all ,
are based on a probabilistic model, offering the potential
advantage of testing the significance of resemblance. However, it is only appropriate to apply tests of significant
correlation between species and not collections, because of
the assumptions of independence in the tests. Even then
assumptions of the parametric significance tests (norrnalit
randomness, etc.) are seldom met and one should show cauti
in interpreting the results of tests of significance of
interspecies correlations.
Binary Correlation Coefficients
Two different binary correlation coefficients have been us
in aquatic ecological investigations. The point correlatio
coefficient (also referred to as Kendall's coefficient of
association) (Looman and Campbell 1960, Goodall 1973) as
given in the standard terms of the 2 x 2 contingency is
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r

=
[ ( a+b)

ad - be
( c+d) ( a+c)

( 2 3)

(b+d) ] l/2

The significance of r can be tested by a Chi-square comparison (Looman and Campbell 1960) but as discussed earlier
the meaning of this significance test is dubious, particularly since the test assumes that a+b, a+c and d are
known, when these variables are in practice subject to
sampling error. The point correlation coefficient was
employed by Lie and Kelley (1970) and Nichols (1970) in
studies of marine benthic communities.
The second binary correlation coefficient was proposed by
McConnaughy (1964) in an analysis of planktonic communities:
r

=

a2 - be
(a+b) (a+c)

( 2 4)

Quantitative Correlation Coefficients
A commonly used resemblance measure, particularly in
.
inverse analyses, is the product-moment correlation coefflcient (Sneath and Sokal 1973, Goodall 1973, Clifford and
Stephenson 1975)

rjk

2:

=

l
[2:

i

(x .. - x.)
lJ
J

(xij

2
- :X.)
J

(xik
2:

i

-

(xik

xk)

-

( 2 5)

xk)2 11;2

where x.
and xk are the mean values of all m attr~butes
of entilies j and k, respectively. This is the ent1ty-mean
centered and entity-norm standardized form of the general
correlation expression and other forms of quantitative
correlation are possible (Noy-Meir l973a).
In summary, although the product-moment correlation coefficient is useful in expressing the relationship of the shape
of species distribution patterns over a series of c?l~ec
tions in an inverse analysis, the correlation coeffl~lent
suffers from several undesirable characteristics (Cllfford
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and Stephenson 1975, Field 1970, Orloci 1967, 1973, sn~
an d So k a l 19 7 3) .
It tends to exaggerate the contributta~
of outstandingly large scores to resemblance. It can s~n ..
gest spurious patterns of resemblance if there are manl' g
zero val ues in the data matrix (a common condition exc~ t
when only abund ant or ubiquitous species are included t~
the analysis) .
Finally, since it is a "shape" measure and
not a "size" measure, perfect correlations can occur b~twe
nonidentical entities.
Furthermore, tests of significance
of inter-entity correlation should be applied with caution.
In particular, it is inappropriate to apply probablisttc
tests to inter-collection correlation because the attribute
(species) d o not represent a "variable" in the statistical
sense and they may not be independent (Sneath and Sokal
1973, Clifford and Stephenson 1975). Moreover, tests Of
significance of species correlation assume normal frequen~
distributions and linear relationships between species
scores--conditions which often do not obtain in ecological
data.
The product-moment correlation coefficient has been used
extensively in marine ecological applications of numerical
classification, e.g. Angel and Fasham (1973), Chardy
(1970), Ebeling et al. (1970), Eisma (1966), Jones (1969)
and Mauchline (1972) and has received even wider use in '
applications of principal components and factor analyses
(type s of ordination) .
INFORMATION CONTENT MEASURES
The t e rm information is here used in a strictly technical
context and rel ates more to the degree of uncertainty or
su rprise than to knowledge (Orloci 1969, 1971). The measures discussed here have the same information theoretical
basis as the familiar Shannon diversity measure. We can
express the information content of the attribute scores of
an entity as
I .
J

= ( L: x .. ) log ( L: x .. ) i

1]

i

1]

L: x. . log x. .
i
1]
1]

( 26 )

using the same notation, xij' for the elements of the data
matrix. The information content,Ik, of another entity k
can be similarly computed.
The information content of the
combined pair of entities can be expressed:
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IJ· +k

= ( iL:

log ( L: x .. +x . k)

X· · +x · k)
l]
l

i

l]

l

.

( 2 7)
-

L:

i

(x .. +x.k)
l] l

log (x . . +x .k )
l] l

The increase in information from that represented by Ij and
Ik to that represented by Ij+k can be used as a distance
measure
~I J·

,k

=

I J·+k - (I·J + Ik)

( 2 8)

The common or mutual information between the two entities
can alternately be expressed:
(29)
Similarily, the information content of arrays of binary
attributes may also be computed by one of several methods
(Lambert and Williams 1966, Dale and Anderson 1972,
Clifford and Stephenson 1975) and information gain or,
conversely, mutual information can be calculated.
Inter-entity matrices of information content resemblance
measures may be passed directly to clustering algorith~s
which form groups on the basis of th e res e mblance matrlx
alone (combinatorial clustering strategies). Alternately,
clustering may take place by procedures which require
recomputation, following consultation of th e data matrix,
of the information gain for each clustering iteration
.
(non-combinatorial strategies).
These clustering strategles
are more fully discussed in Section VI.
Information content resemblance measures have been little
used in marine ecology, although they have been widely
applied in plant ecology and taxonomy (Sn eath and Sokal
1973, Clifford and Stephenson 1975). Stephenson and
Williams (1971) in a study of marine benthos attempted .
the use of agglomerative information-gain clustering uslng
both quantitative and binary data but were dissatisfied
with their results.
Stephenson et al. (1971, 1972) and
Moore (1973) used the divisive information analysis DIVINF
(Section VI) in studies of marine benthos.
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Sev7ral resemblance measures which do not express info~
~atlon content per ~ but which incorporate informatiot)
erms have also been used in ecology.
Horn (1966) pro~ose
a measure of inter-entity "overlap" which is an inform~tio·
analog of the Morisita coefficient

[ (L:x .. +rx.k) log (L:x .. +l:x.k) - /(Ix 1. J.) log(Ex 1.J.)
i l] i l
i l] i l
i
i

where piJ·= xiJ·/~ x .. and P·k
l

l]

l

=

x.kjl: xik"
l
i

The measure is constrained between 0 and 1 and is appropri
ately classed as a similarity coefficient. Horn's ovetlaP
coefficient was used by Kohn (1968) to study ecological
relationships among marine snails of the genus Conus and
Bloom et al. (1972) in a study of intertidal benthos.
Other information measures have been similarly used to
express "niche overlap" or "habitat overlap" (Colwell and
Futuyma 1971, Pielou 1975) between pairs of species.
Finally, Hummon (1974) formulated a complex similarity
coefficient which is a mixture of components of percentage
similarity (Bray-Curtis coefficient), mutual information
and the Fager similarity coefficient, and applied it in a
study of marine gastrotrich taxocenes.
PROBABILISTIC MEASURES
In · addition to the correlation coefficients discussed abo~
several other measures may be employed to test differences
between pairs of entities. As with the correlation coetfi
cients, however, their use as a probabilistic test of
significant differences between pairs of collections is
questionable and they are most often applied in the invers
case of testing the significance of associations between
pairs of species.
Since, except for the correlation coefficient, no other
probabilistic measures have been used much in numerical
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classification, I will not elaborate on the methods.
Several appropriate techniques are thoroughly reviewed by
Pielou (1969, 1974).
Chi-square tests of binary occurrence
data bsed on the 2 x 2 contingency table are the most
commonly used methods (Pielou 1969, 1974).
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SECTION VI
CLUSTERING METHODS
GENERAL
It was common in earlier years and it remains an occastona
practice in ecology to simply present resemblance matrtces
or trellis diagrams as the end point of a multivariate
analysis.
Frequently, the elements of the resemblance
matrix are rearranged so that the highest resemblance
scores are closest to the diagonal of the half-matrix,
i.e. to rearrange the order of entities so that they a~e
close to those entities they most resemble. Usually this
is done by eye, although Lie and Kelley (1970) present~d
a procedure for the rearrangement of the resemblance m~tri
by objective criteria.
Some investigators have attempted
to draw, more or less by eye, a simple spatial model o~
"plexus" of the patterns of inter-entity relationships
based on the resemblance matrix.
Such matrix and plex~s
techniques (Mcintosh 1973) are more appropriately considered forms of ordination rather than classification.
Rather, this section treats numerical procedures by whtch
entities can be objectively grouped based on their
resemblances.
CLASSIFICATION OF CLUSTERING METHODS
Various classifications of clustering methods have been
proposed (Pielou 1969, Williams 1971, Sneath and Sokal
1973) and the dichotomized scheme presented in Fig. 5
encompasses most of their salient features.
Exclusive versus Non-Exclusive
An exclusive classification is one in which an entity
may occur in only one group while in non-exclusive
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A classification of clustering methods as discussed
in text (from Williams 1971).

classifications entities may be members of more than one
group. Sneath and Sokal (1973) use the terms no·n -o
1 applng
·
·
an d over 1 app1ng
as synonymous with exclusiv ver- d
non-exclusive. Although in certain cases the use ~ an
exclusive classifications in ecology may make some 0 non. a very few cases sense
t h ey h ave not been used except 1n
(
'
Yarranton et al. 1972) and will not be discussed fur~h~;.
Extrinsic versus Intrinsic
Intrinsic classific~tions ~or~ groups.b~sed solely on
.
attributes whereas 1n extr1ns1c class1f1cations th
the1r
.
e resulting groups, al th ough b ase.d on 1nternal
attributes
required to reflect predeterm1ned external attribut ' are
much as possible. In ecology only intrinsic class·~~ as
cations have been used but the resulting intrinsic 1 1 .
· a tt r1'b utes (e.g. abiot·
grou Ps
are often related to extr1ns1c
environmental parameters) .
lc
Hierarchical versus Non-Hierarchical
Hierarchical clustering methods optimize a route b t
the individual entities to the entire set of ent1.'t~ Ween
·
·
·
progressive fus1ons
or f 1SSJ.ons.
Th e results of h J.' es b Y
'f'
t'
11
archical class1. 1ca 1.ons are usua y expressed as 1.erdendrogram (Fig. 1) or tree-diagram,,wh~c~ depicts ath
optimal route from the whole to the 1nd1V1dua1 ent't·e
Non-hierarchical clustering methods, on the other h1 1.es.
·
and
optimize the homogene1.ty
o f th e groups ~ormed, without'
defining a route between grou~s ~nd the1.r constituent
entities or between groups (W1.ll1ams 1971). Hierar h '
clustering methods are better develo~ed, more versa~i~~al
and better understood tha~ are.non-h7erar?hical methods
Although most of the ensu1n~ d1scu~s1on w111 concern
·
hierarchical methods, non-h1erarch1cal methods will
.
d b ecause one non- h.1erarchica1 techa 1 so
be briefly d1scusse
nique; Fager's (1957, Fager and.McGowan 1963) recurrent
group analysis, has been extens1vely used in aquatic
ecology.
Serial versus Simultaneous Optimization

All hierarchical clustering methods are serially optimized
but non-hierarchical methods may be serially or simul t a'
neously optimized. In serially optimized non - hierarch i ca l
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clustering, once a group is formed it is removed from the
population of entities, a second group is formed from the
remainder, and so on until all the entities are accounted
for.
In simultaneously optimized clustering, the groups are
obtained simultaneously, usually by iterative optimization
of partitions of the population of entities.
Agglomerative versus Divisive
Agglomerative ·hierarchical clustering proceeds by progressive fusion beginning with the entities and ending with
the complete population. Divisive hierarchical clustering
progressively splits the entire set of entities into
smaller and smaller groups. Agglomerative clustering
strategies are the most widely used in ecology. Williams
(1971) pointed out that agglomerative methods suffer from
some computational disadvantages and are inherently prone
to a small amount of misclassification, because they begin
at the inter-entity level, where the possibility of error
is greatest. On the other hand, most divisive clustering
strategies are monothetic (see below) which severely
handicaps their utility.
Monothetic versus Polythetic
Divisive clustering methods may be monothetic, in which
case fissions are based on a single attribute (i.e. in the
binary case the presence or absence of an attribute) , or
polythetic, in which case the division is based on resemblance over all attributes. Clearly, monothetic methods,
which would, for example, split two collections on the
presence or absence of only one "indicator" species, are
of limited utility in ecology. However, polythetic divisive strategies which appear to be the ideal hierarchical
clustering methods are poorly developed or impractical in
terms of ' computation time. Several new short-cut polythetic divisive methods have recently been proposed and,
although nohe has yet been used in aquatic ecology, they
will be reviewed because of the promise they show.
Combinatorial versus Non-combinatorial
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods can have
combinatorial or non-combinatorial solutions (Lance and
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Williams 1967a, Williams 1971). With combinatorial
h
group/group and group/entity resemblance measures
met ods
calculated successively from the inter-entity rese~~ be
mat r ix and thus, once that matrix is computed it . ance
l ong er ne c ess ary to retain the original data ~atrils no
a p r oce dure has obvious computational advantages ~· Such
0 er a .
n on-combinatorial method in which the original dat
must be r e tained for the calculation of measures ra m~tr1x
du r ing succe ss i ve agglomerations.
equlred
By far the most widely used clustering methods are
bi natori al, agglomerative, and hierarchical. Howe comn on-combinatorial agglomerative, monothetic divisiver,
se rially o p timized non-hierarchical methods have ~e, and
us e d in aquatic ecology. Clustering methods fall~ s 0 .been
th ese catego r i e s, plus the intuitively attractivelng ln
the t i c divi s ive category, are discussed below.
PolyNON -HIERARCHICAL METHODS
Se r ia lly Opt imi zed Methods
Rec urrent Group Analysis Th e only non-hi e rarchical method receiving much use .
e cology is Fage r's (1957) r e current grouE method
ln
(195 7) gi ves de t~il e d instruct1ons for the formatioF'ager
cluste r s a nd I w1ll only attempt an abbreviated r n Of
ment. St arti n g with an inter-entity resemblance esta~e
it i s fir s t ne ces~ ary to ~elect.an arbitrary leveTa~rlx,
r e semb l a n c e at wh1ch the 1nvest1gator considers tw f
entities ass ociate d. Thus , the resemblance matr · 0 .
1 X lS.
. t o a rna t r1. x o f b'1nary attr1butes,
'
converte d 1n
"asso
and "non- a sso ciated." One then determines the lar Clated"
·
d ent1t~es
· ·
· h can be formed. gest
group of a s soc1ate
wh 1c
The
en t it i es a re t e rmed the f1rst group and are removed
se
f u rth er consi de ration together with any other entit'from
which only . have asdsocia~ions withdme~ers of the fi~~~
group. Th1s proce ure 1s repeate Wlth the remain·
unclassi f ie d e ntiti es a gain and again until all en~~f·
with pos i t ~ve as s ocia t ions are placed ~n ~ group. Th~es
relations h1 p s among the grou~s may be.1nd1cated by the
proportion o f the numbe r ?f lnter-entlty associations
which are positi ve (e. g. lf there were 3 positive ass _
c ia t i ons be t ween e nti tie s in 2 g roups, one with 3 me~ers
and th e othe r wi th 5, the conne ctivity would be 3/(3 x ) ~
5
0 . 20) .
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Recurrent group analysis has usually been employed in
inverse classifications based on the Fager binary similarity coefficient (Table 1). An example of a recurrent
group classification is given in Fig. 6 and reflects the
patterns of co-occurrence of demersal fishes off Southern
California. The technique has similarly been used widely
in marine ecology in the study of plankton (Fager and
McGowan 1963, Sheard 1965, Stone 1969, Tash and Armitage
1967, Venrick 1971), benthos (Jones 1969, Lie and Kelley
1970), and fishes (Fager and Longhurst, 1968, Mearns,
1974).
Recurrent group non-hierarchical clustering has some
serious disadvantages.
The minimum resemblance required
for grouping entities must be stated a priori and is
constant for all entities and the tecnnique does not
recognizes degrees of association. Changing of the
arbitrary level of resemblance necessary for association
can produce very different results. An entity may be
"captured" by a large group early in the clustering and
may appear unassociated with entities which have high
resemblance to it but not to all other members of its
group.
The analysis typically produces a few large groups
and many small remnant groups, whose entities, together
with those entities attached to, but not members of groups,
are not informatively classified. With these criticisms
in mind and with the present wide availability of superior
hierarchical clustering programs, there remains little
value in the continued use of the recurrent group analysis
and it is best considered obsolete.
Other Methods Var1ous other serially optimized non-hierarchical methods
have been proposed, some of which operate on a resemblance
matrix and some of which do not involve the computation of
the entire matrix. Some methods are reviewed by Lance and
Williams (1967c) and Anderberg (1973).
Simultaneously Optimized Methods
These are of basically two types:
those which operate on
an inter-entity resemblance matrix and those which operate
on subsets of entities and involve prior declaration of
the number of groups sought (Lance and Williams 1967c) ·.
Simultaneously optimized methods generally proceed by f1rst
partitioning the entities in some way and optimizing groups
by an iterative process of reallocation. Methods are
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Although non-hierarchical clustering methods offer the
attractive promise of optimization of within-group homogeneity, in practice the available techniques either have
serious drawbacks in performance, are limited in the types
of data or resemblance measures with which they can be
used, or are computationally difficult. Consequently, it
is recommended that the practicing ecologist use hier~
archical methods and avoid, at least for the time being,
non-hierarchical clustering.
AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL METHODS
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering strategies all
operate by an iterative process of fusing pairs of entities,
then pairs of groups of entities until the total population
is fused.
During each fusion cycle that pair of entities
or groups most similar (or least dissimilar or distant) are
joined and new resemblances determined between the new group
and~ all remaining entities and groups.
Combinatorial
strategies allow the new resemblances to be computed from
the preceding resemblance matrix, while with non-combinatorial methods, the original data matrix must be used in
the computation of the new resemblances.
Combinatorial Methods
Lance and Williams (1966, 1967a) showed that for a variety
of combinatorial strategies group/group or group/individual
resemblances can be computed by variants of a single linear
equation. The problem of defining these new resemblances
when entities or groups are fused is geometrically illustrated in Fig. 7. Two groups i and j are fused to form
group k, what then is the resemblance of group k to another
group, group h? Given the resemblances (expressed as dissimilarity or distance) Dhi' Dh. and Di'' what is Dhk? The
Lance-Williams combinatorial solution i~
( 31)

where the parameters ai' a . '
J
of the strategy.

0

IJ
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Values of these parameters for the common combinatorial
strategies are listed in Table 2 and the strategies are
further discussed below.
Single Linkage In this clustering method, also referred to as "nearest
neighbor" clustering, the resemblance between two groups
is defined as the resemblance of their most similar entities, one in each group.
If the resemblances are represented by distances as in Fig. 7 it can be seen that as a
group grows it must appear to move closer to some groups
or entities, but further from none, thus it is a space
contracting strategy. As a result single linkage
cluster1ng produces excessive chaining in the hierarchical
clustering route, in which entities are fused to a few
nuclear groups one at a time rather than forming new
groups. This results in classifications in which many
entities are not effectively clustered but must be considered as individuals. A good example of an extensively
chained, single-linkage agglomeration is given in Fig. 8,
which shows a classification of marine phytoplankton
collections from the Indian Ocean. Note that the classification of large numbers of collections is indeterminate
because of excessive chaining.
Jardine and Sibson (1968r Sibson 1971) defin~d a set of
theoretical conditions which should be met by a hierarchical clustering method which would virtually confine
one to single-linkage clustering. However, many authors
(Williams et al. 1971, Pritchard and Anderson 1971,
Cunningham and Ogilvie 1972) have pointed out the severe
shortcomings of single-linkage clustering.
In aquatic ecology single-linkage clustering has been used
principally by British marine biologists (Field and
MacFarlane 1968, Thorrington-Smith 1971, Angel and Fasham
1973).
However, because of restrictions to its utility,
the use of single-linkage clustering is not recommended.
Complete Linkage This method, also called furthest-neighbor clustering, is
the exact opposite of single linkage clustering in that the
resemblance between two groups is defined as the resemblance of their least similar entities, one in each group.
As a group grows it will recede from some groups or ~nti~
ties but become nearer to none, thus it is a space d1lat1ng
strategy. Whereas single-linkage agglomeration results 1n
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Table 2.

VALUES OF PARAMETERS OF THE LANCE AND WILLIAMS (1967a)
LINEAR SOLUTION (EQUATION 31 ) FOR COMPUTATION OF INTERGROUP RESEMBLANCE FOR EIGHT COMBINATORIAL CLUSTERING
METHODS, WHERE nh' n. AND n . ARE THE NUMBERS OF ENTITIES
IN GROUPS h, i AND j~ RESPEtTIVELY, AND nk IS THE NU~ER
OF ENTITIES IN GROUP k RESULTING FROM THE FUSION OF ~
AND j (i.e. nk = ni + nj).
.

~

00

space distortion

a. ~·

a. ·
J

e

y

Single linkage
(Nearest neighbor)

1/ 2

1/ 2

0

-1/2

Complete linkage
(Furthest neighbor)

1/ 2

1/ 2

0

1/2

ni/ nk

nj / nk

0

0

conserving

Simple average
(WPGMA)

1/2

1/ 2

0

0

conserving

Centroid*
(Unweighted
centroid )

n i / nk

nj / n k

- a. ].· a.·J

0

conserving

Method

Group average
(UPGMA)

Median
(Weighted centroid )
Flexible

1/ 2

1/2

(1- $)/2

(1- 8)/2

- 1/ 4
1

0

0
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dilating
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6
f "d~o , conservi ng
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Table 2. (continued).

Method
Incremental sums
of squares

VALUES OF PARAMETERS OF THE LANCE AND WILLIAMS
(1967a) LINEAR SOLUTION (EQUATION 31).

a .
1

(nh +ni) I (nh +nk)

a.

J

(nh +nj) I (nh +nk)

s
-nh l (nh +nk)

y

Space
Distortion

0

dilating

* Centroid method combinatorial only for squared Euclidean distance.
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Dendrogram fr~m.a single-link~ge clustering showin
excessive cha~n1ng. Example ~s from Thorrington~
Smith's (1971) study of phytoplankton assemblages
in the Indian Ocean off Madagascar.
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chaining, comple te-linkage agglomeration typically results
in intense clustering by forming discrete groups.
Although intense clustering is often a desirable property,
one often d e sires a cluster intensity intermediate between
that of single - and complete linkage.
Furthermore, it is
desirable to base inter-group resemblance on more information than just maximum or minimum resemblance between
entities in the two groups.
For these reasons, the combinatorial strategies yet to be discussed are generally
preferred.
Group Average In this method inter-group resemblance is defined as the
mean of all resemblances between members of one group to
members of another. This solution is widely referred to
by numerical taxonomists and American biologists as the
"unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages"
or UPGMA (Sneath and Sokal 1973). Group average clustering
has no marked tendencies to space contraction or dilation,
and thus may be regarded as space conserving. Hence, it
produces only moderately sharp clustering but introduces
relatively little distortion to the relationships originally expressed in the inter-entity resemblance matrix
(Cunningham and Ogilvie 1972).
Group average agglomeration is now the most widely used
clustering method in ecology and it has been extensively
employed in aquatic ecology. A non-exhaustive list of
applications in c lude: Boesch (1973), Bowman (1971),
Cairns and Kaesler (1969, 1971), Cairns, Kaesler and
Patrick (1970) , Crossman, Kaesler and Cairns (1974), Day
et al. (1971), Eagle (1 973, 1975), Ebeling et al. (1970),
Fi e ld (1 970, 1971), Gag e (1974), Kaesle r and Cairns (1972),
Kaesler, Cairns and Bates (1971), Kay and Knights (1975)'
Loya (1972), Jone s (1969), Roback, Cairns and Kaesler
(1969), Santos and Simon (1974), Stephenson et al. (1972)'
Ward (1973), and Warwick and Gage (1975).
Simple Average This method is equivalent to Sneath and Sokal's (1973)
"weighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages"
or WPGMA and it differs from group average clustering by
weighting the entities most recently admitted to a group
equal with all previous members.
In practice the results
of simple average agglomeration are quite similar to those
produced by group average clustering. The method is spaceconserving and introduces slightly more distortion to the
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actual resemblances than does the group a
verage method.
Centroid In this strategy entities are considered d f'
in Euclidean space and when grouped define~ ~ned as poin\s
ordinates of the centroid, or geometric cent Y the copoints in the group. Centroid clustering i er of.the
only for squared Euclidean distance and var~ combJ..natori~l
used as resemblance measures.
For correlat~ance-covaria~
and similarity measures the original data mlon coefficie~ce
for computation of centroids.
Ust be retain~~s
Centroid clustering is space conserving but .
prone to distortion (Cunningham and Ogilvi ~s somewhat
suffers from a particular problem in that e 972).
It
agglomeration may be produced. That is t~ .
fuse at a given level of resemblance and mwo groups J..n t~e
q uently fused with a third group at a highay be sub~may
.
t f us1.on
·
er lehvel Of
~eresemblance than t h e f 1.rs
(for exam
1
5-9 in Sneath and Sokal (1973) and Fig. a. Pie see ~i
and Stephenson (1975).
Largely for this re4 n Clite 9.
0
clustering has been recently disfavored.
~s~n cent~~~
1
employed in marine ec?logy by Popham and Ell' as been ~d
Colijn and Koeman (1975) and Van den Hoek etls (1971)
al. (1g7S)
Median This method, referred to by Sneath and Sok
"weighted centroid," weights fused groups a 1 (1973)
.
.
.
desp 1. te d1fferences
ln
s1zes
o f the groups as. co- equalas
fashion as the simple average method. Thu ln a simil
· th e centro1d
· of the s the centl:' a l:'.
of the fused group lS
·
.
OJ..d
precursor groups. · I ts propert1es
are more centr OJ..ds
Of
to that of the centroid method, including t~r less Sim·i~e
monotonicity of the sequence of fusion level: la?k Of 1. ~r
results in reversals.
WhJ..ch
Flexible The development of a linear equation for int
tance in combinatorial clustering strategie er-group dis~
use of continuously variableJ coefficients ~ allows the
·
· f lnl
.r · t e number of cl
ln the e.quation,
effectively creat1ng
an ln
strategies. Lance and Williams (1967a) propo~s~erlng
strategy
based on Equation (31) with the follo:i a ~
7
~-·~- 1·' a·l. -- a j'• ~<;
o
stralnts ( ai + aj + ~a -.
1 y = O). ngB convarying f3 (the cluster 1ntens1ty coefficient)
Y
one can
.
.
as B increa
Purposefully cause space d 1stort1on,
· space-con t ract1.ng
·
o the strategy lS
and as o dec ses from
~
reases from
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0 it is space dilating.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of varying
on the clustering of entities defined by the same resemblance matrix.
Flexible sorting with S = -0.25 has produced satisfactory
results with a wide range of data sets and this value has
become more or less conventional (Williams 1971, Clifford
and Stephenson 1975). At this level of S, flexible
clustering is anintensely clustering, moderately spacedilating strategy.
In practical terms, this means that
as agglomerations are made, there is a bias against an
entity or group joining an already large group and a bias
in favor of entities or small groups joining to form
separate branches of the hierarchy, i.e. it is group-size
dependent.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that
S can be varied to simulate any level of cluster intensity,
although there is little point in using S>O.
Flexible sorting has been criticized on th~ grounds that
objectivity is lost if that cluster intensity is chosen
which most closely fits preconceptions about the data
{Sneath and Sokal 1973).
However, the use of a variably
space-dilating strategy seems sensible in some ecological
contexts.
For example, a common feature of many,ecological
data sets is high resemblance among the common or abundant
species and much lower resemblance among the rarer species.
It seems reasonable to accept a significantly lower resemblance between rare species than between common ones, and
in practice intense flexible sorting often compensates for
this discrepancy by forming groups of rare species which
would be chained on to larger nuclear groups in spaceconse~ving clustering.
Intense clustering strategies are
often prone to misclassifications and one often has to .
choose between non-classifications due to weakly clusterlng
strategies or misclassifications due to intensely clustering
strategies.
The best approach depends on the data set~ b~t
with large data sets, especially in inverse analyses, lt lS
often better to use an intensely clustering strategy followed by reallocation of misclassified entities.
Marine ecological applications of flexible clustering
include Stephenson et al. (1970, 1972, 1974), Stephenson
and Williams (1971), Williams and Stephenson (1973) and
Boesch (1973).
Another enlightening application o~
flexible clustering was by Williams et al. (1973) ln a
study of pattern in rain-forests.
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13 =+0.98

13= +0.50

13=0

P=-0.25

r
P= -o.so

Fig. 9.

p =-1.00

Effect on aggl~merative.h~erar~hy of varying the
cluster intens1ty coeff1c1ent 1n flexible clustering
(after Lance and Williams 1967a).
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Incremental Sums of Squares It can be seen in Fig. 4 that squared Euclidean distance
(D2) is an additi ve function, as is variance and total
information conte nt . Several authors (Ward 1963, Orloci
1967, Burr 1970) have proposed clusterjng methods in which
entities or g r oup s are successively agglomerated so that
fusion will cause th e smallest possible increment in the
sums of squares of Euclidean distances. Burr (1970) showed
that this strategy is combinatorial using the constants as
listed in Table 2.
The strategy can also be applied to
other distance measures, but in practice is usually used
with Euclidean distance or standardized Euclidean distance
measures.
The incremental s ums of squares strategy is an intensely
clustering, group-siz e dependent method. Thus the technique is powerful in imposing structure in relatively
patternless data, but, like other space-dilating strategies,
is prone to miscla ss ifi c ation and may produce clusters of
entities which have relative ly little in common except their
paucity of attribut es.
This strate gy ha s be e n applied by Hughes and Thomas (l97la,
b), Hughes et al . (1972), Polgar (1975) and Holland and
Dean (1976) in s tudies of marine and estuarine benthic
communities.
Non-combinatorial Methods
In general, non-combinatorial clustering methods have a
serious drawback in efficiency because the original data
must be retained fo r computation of resemblance matrices
after each fusion c ycle. Thus they are likely to be
impractical for large data sets.
Centroid As noted earlie~ c e ntroid clustering is combinatorial only
for squared Euclidean distance.
For other distance measures, distanc e s betwe e n the centroid of a newly formed
group and the centroid of another group must be recalculated based on the average scores of all attributes for
the two groups.
Since centroid distances are mainly useful
only for Euclide an metrics (for which a combinatorial
solution i s ava i l a ble) and because of the drawbacks of
centroid clust e ring me nti o ned above, centroid methods are
seldom u s ed for non-Eucli d ean distances.
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Information Gain As mentioned in the discussion of information
· s ect1on
·
.
measures 1n
V, agglomerat1ve
clusteri content
based on the minimum information gain in fusi~~ can be . .
or groups. Methods exist for clustering based of ~nt1t1es
or multistate data (Williams, Lambert and Lan on b1nary
quantitative data (Lance and Williams 1967b ~~ 19 ?6) and
1
1971, 1975, Dale, Lance and Albrecht 1971).' I fOCl
1~69,
gain agglomeration is an intensely clustering ntormatlon
thus suffers attendant disadvantages.
s rategy and
The application of agglomerative information-gai
to plant ecological problems has been thoroughl n clustering
by Dale (1971), Dale and Anderson (1972) and
~eviewed
al. (1973).
S~ephenson and.Wil~iams (1971) at~elJ..ams et
information-ga1n agglomerat1on 1n a study of
~Pted
·
·
·
d ata but wmar J..n e benth
using both quant1tat1ve
an d b 1nary
·
· resu lt s. S 1m1
· · 1 ar t echniquesere
1· sf 1· ed w1th
t h e1r
We d1.' ssat- os
by Jeffrey and Carpenter (1974) on ranked abund re apn .
·
f:" 1 1ed
1· n a study of seasona 1 success1on
o f coastal ph ance data
Ytoplank
tan.
DIVISIVE HIERARCHICAL METHODS

w·I

r

Divisive clustering methods offer the obvious
starting with the whole, ~h~n . total informatio~dvan~age of
is maximum, and then subd1v1d~ng along natural b avaJ..lable
the whole data set.
In pract1ce, though, the
reaks in
oped and practical divisive methods are monothmo~t deve ldivisions are based on the presence or absenc etJ..c, i.e.
attribute, and are thus of limited usefulness e ~f one
ecological data sets.
Wlth most
Monothetic Methods
Association Analysis With this method the divisions are made on the b
.
chi2 values summed over the attributes, such th tas1.s of
.
.
.
attr1bute
w1th
the greatest contr1'b ut1on
to chi 2a . the
· of d lVlSlOn
· · ·
·
as a bas1s
o f eac h success1.ve
set 1.'nt ls used
·
·
·
groups, one of the ent1t1es possess1ng the attrib o t two
the other lacking it (Williams and Lambert 195 9 ~ ~ and
9 a,
Lance and Williams 1968).
'

1

Moore (1973) used both normal and inverse association
analysis in a study of communities associated with kelp
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holdfasts and the effects of turbidity and pollution
thereon.
Although extensively used by plant ecologists
through the early 1960's, association analysis has been
more or less displaced by monothetic divisive methods
based on information content.
Information Content Entities are successively divided on the basis of presence
or absence of attributes when such divisions result in the
maximal reduction in information (Lambert and Williams
1966, Lance and Williams 1968). That is, if Ic is the
information content of the total population to be divided,
and if Ia and Ib are two monothetically determined subsets,
then the value Ic- (Ia + Ib) is .maximized during each
fusion cycle. A similar divisive method capable of using
multistate and continuous data in addition to binary data
has been developed by Lance and Williams (1971).
Monothetic divisive information clustering using the
Australian CSIRO program DIVINF has been applied to marine
ecological problems by stephenson et al. (1971, 1972),
Moore (1973) and Jeffrey and carpenter (1974).
Polythetic Methods
Polythetic divisive clustering methods are theoretically
the optimal hierarchical strategies (Williams 1971).
Unfortun~tely, their development has lagged due to the
computatlonal difficulties arising from the very lar~e
(2n-l -1) number of dichotomous splits for each subdlvision.
For example Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza (1965)
proposed a method by,which divisions are made so t~a~ ~he
sum of squares of Euclidean distances between subdlVlSlons
is ~a~imum.
But for hierarchical.division of more than 16
entltles the computation time is lndeed enormous (Gower
1967).
Recently, several new polythetic divisive met~ods
have been Proposed which are based on short-cut ~o~utlo~s
t~ t~e problems of e x amining all possi~le subdivlslons 1n
fl~Slon sequence.
These are of two ma1n types: those
whlch base. subdiv' .
on an ordination model, and those
.lnvo 1 Vlng
.
lS
lOnS
. . t th e n umb e r
some fo rmo f directed search to llml
f
.
0
sp 1 lts Which must be examined.
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Methods Based on Ordination Lambert (1971) and Noy-Meir (1973b) developed meth d
0 s of
optimized division based on principal component
followed by various iterations to further optim~ scores
divis~ve.structure of the clas~ifications. With 2 ~ the
of pr1nc1pal components analys1s the inter-entit he use
blanc e s are Euclidean distances. However the uy resemother ordination methods allows resemblan~es to ~e of !
by othe r distance measures (e~g. similarity co ff~ ~xpressed
e lClents) .
Anoth e r divisive classificatory method based on
nation model has been proposed by Hill, Bunce a ~n Ordi(1975) under the name "indicator species analy ~ Shaw
.
.
. .
me thod proceeds by or d 1nat1ng
en t 1t1es
using c s lS · II Th e
(r eciprocal averaging) ordination, and then suorres~ondence
divide s the population of entities based on scccesslVely
f e w ind i cator attributes which are most respono:~s Of a
the o r dinat i on structure.
Sl le for

r

Polyth e tic divisive classifications based on ord'
mode ls s how a great deal of promise, but it is tlnation
t o say wh i ch o f the proposed methods is best. B~o early
such meth ods may b e subject to some of the dis d Wever, all
ordinati on appro a ch e s. Fur thermore, all of th a Vantages
f
0
methods seem to have a bias toward forming sub~.e~t~nt
of app rox imate ly eq uival e nt size during each d'l~l~~on 8
·
1 e ntl't'1es are o f ten not so lV~s~o n, when
arrays o f e c o 1 og1ca
symmetrical.
Me thods Base d on Dire cte d Search Lambert et al. (1973, Smartt, Meac?ck ~nd Lambert
d e ve loped two me thods for polyth~t~c dlvisive cla 1~7~)
88 ~flc at i on which s e ek to form a prellmlnary split ;
.
·
d
th
·
.4n
the
pop ul a tion of ent1t1es an
en exam1ne the robu
o f that split by iterative examinations. In AXo~tness
in it i al strat e gy is to extract principal compon t' the
·
·
en or
p r inc ipal coord1nate
axes an d th en lnvestigate
" ordere d" s p lits on the axis to find the best d~ 11. ~-1
Imp rove me nt s in the split are then made by reloclVtl~lon.
·
· th e secon d and subsequ a tlOn of
ent iti e s one at a t1me
1n
of th e o r dinat i on until the consideration of a neen a~es
.
I n MON
w axls
gi ves no furth e r 1mprov~ment.
. IT, the population
is fir s t s pl i t monothet1c~lly an~ 1~p7ovements in the
spli t are made .by re~ oc at1 on of 1nd1~ldua1s one at a time
unt i l fu r t h er 1te rat1ons produce no lmprovement. Lambert
et al. (1 9 73) and Smartt et al. (1974) report consistentl
be t ter resu lts with th ese strat egies than with various moy _
t h e tic d i v i sive and polythetic agglomerative strategies. no
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SECTION VII
INTERPRETATION OF NUMERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Frequently ecological applications of numerical classification end with the definition of clusters or classificatory hierarchies or, at best, with a brief description
of the relationship of the classification to spatial or
temporal distributions of collections or species. However,
numerical classification is best viewed as a method for
simplifying complex data sets, allowing ecological analysis
to proceed more efficiently, rather than as an end in
itself.
Furthermore, numerical classifications should
be viewed critically.
The various clustering algorithms
discussed in the preceding sections are only algebraic
approximations of ecological criteria for classification
and the great variety of methods available produce variable
results. Thus, further refinements of the objectively
produced classifications are frequently needed.
STOPPING RULES
A common problem in the interpretation of hierarchical
classifications is the determination of operational groups
within the hierarchy.
If we consider the results of a
hierarchical classification as a dendrogram, the question
is which branch e s are considered groups with reasonable
internal resemblance.
Frequently, investigators have
drawn a line across the dendrogram at some given level
of resemblance and stipulated that each branch crossing
that line represents a group.
Thus, the "stopping rule"
is fixed.
The fixed resemblance level may be independently
determined based on some assumed level of "significance"
or it may be based on the resemblance level at which a
, given numb e r of branches exist in the dendrogram.

I

Alternately, oth e r investigators have used a variable
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stopping rule for definition of operational gro
Usually this involves studying the dendrogram upfts.
· consu lt a t 1on
·
· h t h e or1g1nal
·
1n
Wlt
data matrix ' 0 t en
tables, to determine "reasonable" groups. Thuor wo-way
specify two groups which cluster together at ash.o~e may
level of resemblance than that found within a th~g er
lrd group.
Although application of a fixed stopping rule b .
lessens subjectivity in interpretation of the 0 VJ.o~s~y
cation, there are two characteristics which sue assJ.fJ.variable stopping rules are often more appro r~gest
first concerns the group size dependence andPsJ.ate.
The
tion properties of some hierarchical clusteri Pace distorThere is little justification for a stopping ng methods.
resemblance when inter-group and entity-groupru 1 e of fixed
depends on the . size o~ the grou~. Thus, therer~seffiblance
sense in apply1ng a f1xed stopp1ng rule with
ee~s little
cations formed by intensely clustering methode 1 assJ.fiincremental sums of squares and flexible (wit~ such as
clustering. The second . charac~eristic concernsn~gative S)
of ecological data and 1s part1cularly importa t ~e natQ
analyses. Most data sets include species WhJ.' hn J.n inv~ re
.
.
. h are much morc are more
"'rs e
less ubiqu1tous
an d spec1es
wh 1c
·
h 1g
· h er lntra-grou
·
e rar e.
seems reasona bl e t o requ1re
l t or
in groups of ubiquitous species than in groupp resemblan
·
·
ce
species for wh1ch
t h e pro b a b 1· 1 J.ty
of cooccurres Of ~are
nee J.s 1
.
ow.
A parallel problem to the d e f'1n1tion
of stop .
hierarchical classification is the definitio~J.ng rules in
intra-group homogeneity with some non-hierarch?£ required
For example, Fager's (1957) recurrent group a 2 Cal.methods.
·
· ·
requires the sett1ng
o f a m1n1mum
resemblance na 1 YSJ.s
an entity must have with all members of a gro 1 eve1 that
included in that group.
Varying this minimum up to be
level can severely affect the classification w~~~e~lance
produced (~ones 1969). Fager ~nd McGowan (1
) h J.s
963
that a min1mum va~ue of 0.5 us1ng the Fager similfo~nd
coefficient for b1nary data produced satisfact
arJ.ty
but efficacy is dep~ndent on the resemblance mory results,
and the nature of the data.
Selection of a fiea~ure used
intra-group homogeneity is also subject to thex~am~eve~ ?f
cism as fixed stopping-rules for hierarchical clu t c~ltl
namely that intuitive ecological criteria for gros ~rJ.ng,
not necessarily fixed.
upJ.ng are

1

r
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REALLOCATION
A

•
oneII mlsclassification"
group
b
. occurs when an entity is placed in
improve w't~.a numerlcal classification when it would
another lw·ln-group homogeneity if it were placed in
·
l th . many non- h lerarc
·
h lCa
· 1 clustering methods
misclassif'
lcatlon
proble
.
. 1 b ecause homogeneity
is implicitl
.
.
ms are mlnlma
non-hierar h~ 0 ptlmlzed.
Rather, the difficulties with
·
·
entities
a c leal method s are o ft en qu1te
the opposite
misclassiff:d~ot effectively classified rather than

However,
. .
archical miscl
cl
as~1f1cations
are frequent problems in hieruster1ng
Th ey can occur ln
· d.1v1s1ve
. .
ecause s ·m·l
·
clustering
bs1ons
or 1i 1 ar ent l· t 1es
may b e separated 1n
·
·
· early diviresemble ~ agglomerative clustering.where an entity may
because of Y one member of a group 1n which it is included
ifications an early fusion.
As discussed earlier, misclassmethods, wh~re most frequent in space-dilating hierarchical
with complelch tend otherwise to be particularly useful
x ecological data.

01

In the
case
.
from
one
gr 0 f mlsclassifications,
reallocation of entities
ecologists ou~ to another is appropriate. Although many
USlng
·
.
m1sclassif'
. numer1cal
classl'f'1ca t'1on have noted obvious
cation of ~ca~l~ns, relatively few have attempted realloobjectivityntltles.
Subjective reallocation nullifying the
users.
on t~f the analysis has apparently troubled many
entities to e other hand, rather cab~ l reallocation of
mental char conform to preconception~ extrinsic environor resemblaacteristics, or visual inspection of the data
(Stephensonnce matrices has sometimes been practiced
Stephenson e t al. 1972, Boesch 1973, Clifford and
1 9 7 5) •
/ One
may inte
be ab le to detect misclasslflCatlons
. .
.
of the
by examination
presence ofr-entity resemblance matrix to uncover the
another grouent~ties which have aver~ge ~esemblance to
classified. P hlgher than that in wh1ch 1t has been
Another
.
rearrangeconv
th:nJ.e~t.way
to detect.misclassification~ is to
species gr
orJ.glnal data matr1X both by collect1on and
as determined by normal and inverse numeric a l
of the concl.ons, respectively. ThiS allows the examination
within the ~ntration of species occurrence or abundance
with specJ.· es Cells,"
or coincidences of collection
groups
g roups, in this "two-waY co1nc1
.
. d ence ta bl e "

classifica~~ps
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(Clifford and Stephenson 1975). Interpr t"
based on the coincidence of collection a~dl~e a~alyses
are discussed below under the heading of " ~ecles groups
One can th e n r e allocate collections or s n? al analysis."
priately adjusting the rows and columns ~~c~~s by approcoincidence table to sharpen the classific t"e two-way
incre a s ing the "cell density" of scores. ;h~on~ by
a lent to the elaborate table rearrangement
s ls equivBraun-Blanq uet or Zurich-Montpellier appros ~sed in the
pl a nt e cologists (Westhoff and van der Maaacl of European
Mue ller-Dombois a nd Ellenberg 1974, Pophamre 1973,
and Ellis 19 71)
Alth ough r e allocation based on the two-way c .
•
tab l e h a s u s ually been done visually, obje t?lncidence
f o r r ea lloca tion can also be employed. Foe lVe criter·
(1973) r e allocated species if the average r example Bla
s p ec i es in a g roup within collection groupconstancy' 0 foesch
i nc reased i n d e nse cells or decreased in s could be
f u r th e r r e allocat e d some species based onspar~e Cells
of a n o rd i nat ion model. Even then, some d~~clnt~rPret ~e
i nvo l ve d.
Ce ska a nd Roemer (1971) proposed retloh isat1on
a n d a u toma t e d t e chnique for the rearrangeme ~n 0 Objecti
tab l es which s hows some promise for future ~
~ two-w~e
rea lloca t ion .
PPllcation ~
1n

r

Th e d e v e lopme nt of b e tter and more objective
me t h o ds . i s s o re l y needed.
Lance
- and Will~
h t
·
·
... ams reallocat·
(1 9
lon
a tt ra ct 1 v e l y sugge st . t a slmultaneously-opti . 67c)
h i e r a rchi ca l c l us te~l~g . serv~ to reallocate eml~e~ nonr o ups b a s e d on an 1n1t1al
cl Uster
nt1t1es
d
1 h1erarchica1
· 1
·
·
...~ n
g
a n d Ohmann (1975 ) use ~u tlp e d1scriminant
1ng.
Gri al
( refer r e d to a s a canon1?al analysis) in th analysis
g
o f entiti e s into groups 1n order to resolv ed~eallocatio
among fou r differe nt classifications of the lfferences n
Howe ver, most suggested procedures for rea~l~ata.set.
not a llow th e use of the sa~e resemblance funca~1on do
wa s initially us e d to class1fy the entitie s. ct1on that

NODAL ANALYSES
Most i nve stigators who h~ve applied numerical cl
. .
cation to aquatic ecolog1cal problems have class~S~lf1s ites (i. e . normal analysis)
·
" only. A few inve s t7fled
1gators
1 y1ng recurrent group anal
pa rticularl y thos e app
.
n'
.
(.
.
YS1S'
h a v e cl a ssified spec1es 1.e. 1nverse analysis)
1
Re lative ly few have conducted both normal and 1. nverse
on y . .
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analysis of the same data set (e.g. Stephenson and Williams
1971, Stephenson et al. 1972, 1974, Hughes and Thomas
197la, b, Boesch 1973, Moore 1973, Sepkoski and Rex 1974).
Relating normal and inverse classifications greatly enhances
the interpretation of the results of numerical classification and is recommended as a routine post-clustering
analysis.
Normal-inverse coincidences can be conveniently examined in
a two-way table (Clifford and Stephenson 1975) which is
simply the original data matrix rearranged by collection
and species groups.
As described above, two-way tables
are most helpful in identifying misclassifications and in
assisting in reallocation.
But beyond that they are
extremely useful in assisting ecological interpretation
of the classificati.ons.
Differences among collection
groups can be conveniently described on the basis of
frequency or abundance of members of the species groups.
Conversely differences in the distribution patterns of
species groups can be elucidated by the relative frequency
or abundance of the species in the various collection
groups.
Williams and Lambert (196lb, Lambert and Williams 1962)
termed this approach "nodal analysis" since one attempts
to describe and interpret the dense cells or "nodes" of
the data matrix in which a group of species and group of
collections coincide. This concept of nodal analysis is
·further expanded by Noy-Mier (1971) who ' developed procedures for the inter-relationship of normal and inverse
ordinations.
Further nodal analysis interpretations can be made in
expression of the degree of collection group and species
group coincidence by using the classic ecological concepts
of dominance, constancy and fidelity (Fager 1963, Westhoff
and van der Maarel 1973).
Stephenson et al. (1972) and
Boesch (1973) expressed the pattern 1of constancy of species
belonging to particular species groups in particular
collection groups as relative densities of cells of the
two-way table.
Constancy was arbitrarily graded as high,
medium, low, etc. based on percentages or proportions of
the number of occurrences of species in the collection
group to the total possible number of such occurrences.
Algebraically this constancy index can be expressed as
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c l.J
.. =

a . . j(n.n.)
l.J
l. J

(32)

where aij is the actual number of occurrences of members of
species group i in collection group j and the ni and n· are
the numbers of entities in the respective groups.
TheJ
index will take a value of 1 when all species occurred in
all collections in the group and 0 when none of the species
occurred in the collections.
Fig. 10 gives an example of a nodal constancy diagram which
also shows the hierarchical relationships of the collection
(site) and species groups. The underlying reasons for the
classifications and the relationships of the groups are
clearly apparent in terms of the patterns of species group
constancy. The analysis was based on a data set representing the abundances of 68 species of macrobenthic
animals collected from 47 sites on the shallow continental
shelf off Virginia (D. F. Boesch, in prep.). The site
classification strongly reflects substrate differences
among the sites with groups A, B and C consisting of muddysand sites, group D consisting of hard-packed fine sand
sites and groups E, F, G and H consisting of the coarser
sand sites. The nodal constancy patterns conveniently
demonstrate the faunal differences betwe~n collection
groups. One can see, for example, that both the muddier
sites (groups A and B) as well as the sites with coarser
sediments (groups F, G and H) are characterized by species
which are constant there and not elsewhere, but that the
sites with intermediate sediment grain size are characterized by species (e.g., groups 5 and 6) which, while h ighly
constant at those sites, are widely distributed with
respect to sediment type.
Similarily, one can examine the fidelity of speci e s groups
to collection groups in order to give an indication of
the degree to which species "select" or are limited to
collection types (habitats, seasons or whatever) . A simple
index of fidelity is an expression of the constancy of
species in a collection group compared to the constancy
over allcollections. Thus, the fidelity of species group
i in collection group j can be defined as
F . . =(a .. l:n .)j(n .L;a .. )

l.J

l.Jj J
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distribution patterns of macrobenthos from
the shallow continental shelf off Virginia
(D. F. Boesch, in prep.).
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~sing.the same terms as in the constancy index.
This index
1s un1ty when the constancy of a species group in a site
group is equivalent to its overall constancy, greater than
1 when its constancy in that collection group is greater
than that ~verall and less than 1 when its constancy is
less than 1ts overall constancy.
Values of the index
greater than 2 suggest strong "preference" of species in
a group for a collection group, i.e. indicating that the
average frequency of occurrence of those species in those
collections is twice what it is considering all collections.
Values of the index much less than 1 suggest "avoidance" of
the spatial or temporal habitats represented by the collection group or negative fidelity.

Fig. 11 shows nodal fidelity patterns for the same two-way
table as in Fig. 10. Note that some species groups (e.g.
5 and 6), although highly constant in some collection
groups, are not very faithful in any.
Also some species
groups (e.g. 3), although not highly constant in any collection group, are highly faithful to some groups.
Using quantitative data one can also express the concentration of abundance of species in the collection groups.
For each species the average abundance in the collection
group is divided by its average abundance overall.
These
ratios can be averaged over all species in the species
group to reflect the average concentration of abundance
for the node.
Alternate approaches have been taken by Stephenson and his
associates (Williams and Stephenson 1973, Stephenson et al.
1974, Clifford and Stephenson 1975) in relating species
distribution patterns to collection groups.
He has used
various tests of "conformity" of individual species to
collection groups.
In this sense conformity is analagous
to fidelity or concentration of abundance, as used above.
Species conformity can be tested probabilistically using
F-tests or non-parametric tests of significance. The
contribution of a species to the co~lection classification
can then be described in terms of its conformity and
importance (i.e. relative abundance).
If the nodal constancy diagram is drawn with the width of
the rows and columns proportional to the number of entities
in the respective collection and species groups as in Fig.
lOthe diagram is also ~seful in explaini~g gross differences in the species r1chness of collect1ons.
For example,
it is clear from Fig. lOthat collections in site groups F,
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G and H generally contain fewer species than collections in
group c 7 Furtherm~re, it is possible to directly explain
these dlfferences ln terms of species composition of the
collections and patterns of species distribution. Boesch
(1973) used such an interpretation of a nodal constancy
table to explain patterns of species richness in estuarine
benthos in a polluted harbor.
COMPARING CLA~SIFICATIONS
It is frequently useful to apply several clustering algorithms to the same data set and compare the results of the
alternate classifications.
This is helpful not only in
~electing the most appropriate classification, but in
lnterpretation of the nature of the patterns exhibited in
the data, e.g. qualitative versus quantitative patterns.
In addition to simple comparisons by subjective visual
examination, a variety of quantitative methods have been
P~oposed to measure the congruence of two or more classiflcations.
Rohlf (1974) reviewed the methods of comparing
classifications so comprehensively that further elaboration
here is not necessary.
Suf~ice it to say, .that for the
more common hierarchical classifications most methods
involve correlating matrices either of the original resemblance measures or of new resemblances based on separation
of entities in the classificatory hierarchy.
TESTING DIFFERENCES AMONG GROUPS
For certain purposes it may be desirable to test the
reality of the groupings of a classification by application
of tests of significant differences among the groups.
Statistical techniques for this purpose have not been
extensively developed but several different approaches
have been used.
As discussed above I Stephenson and his associates
have
'
variously tested the conformity of specles ~o norma~
classifications. However, these are essentlally unlvariate tests and do not constitute tests of differences
among either species or collection groups.
Field (1969) proposed a test of differences between
clusters based on the information gained by each fusion
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in agglomerative clustering. A transform of the information gain, 2 I, is tested for significance with the
degrees of freedom based on the number of attributes
possessed by the entities or groups being fused. Unfortunately, as proposed, the test is limited to comparisons
of binary attributes, considerably reducing the usefulness
of the test.
The information gain statistic has been used
as a test of internal homogeneity of classified groups by
Field (1971), Day et al. (1971) and Santos and Simon (1974).
In the previous section on correlation coefficients I
outlined several reasons why they were inappropriate for
expressing significant relationships among classified
groups. Nonetheless, correlatiop tests have been frequently applied in this manner.
Mountford (1971) developed a probability model describing
the joint distribution of resemblance measures which allows
a conservative test of significance of clusters defined by
internil crite~ia.
It appears not to have been applied
subsequently, thus it is difficult to assess its usefulness.
Mountford's model, as in the case of others, predicts that
the resemblance measure, or a transform of the measure, is
normally distributed.
However, the sampling distributions
of most measures are unknown and Mountford concluded that
his test is more readily applicable to indices of similarity constructed according to probability considerations.
The use of multiple discriminant analysis (Cooley and
Lohnes 1971) in the test of significance of resemblance
among groups of entities shows some promise (Goldstein
and Grigal 1972b, Grigal and Ohmann 1975, Polgar 1975).
When groups are compared by discriminant analysis, the
between-groups sums of squares are maximized with respect
to the within-groups sums of squares. The maximization
procedure extracts canonical axes onto which each entity
can be mapped as a point.
The distances among entities
can be computed and tested for significance. However
applications of the tests do require certain assumptions
about the data (e.g. homogeneity of variance, independence
of variables and equality of group size) which may not be
met by the data.
From this discussion it is clear that further research is
needed on the sampling distributions of resemblance measures and on tests of significance among clusters. Numerical classification methods are hypothesis generating
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rather than hypothesis testing techniques.
They provide
hypothetical generalizations on the structure of multivariate data. Testing the constructed hypotheses could
be greatly assisted by the availability of non-parametric
multivariate tests of significance which impose few
assumptions about the nature of the data or the resemblance
measures.
RELATING CLASSIFICATIONS TO EXTRINSIC FACTORS
Ways to relate numerical classifications to extrinsic
factors (abiotic environmental variables, etc.) are limited
only by the imagination of the investigator. Approaches
range from plotting the distribution of site (collection)
or species groups on maps of the sampling area to statistical comparison of the extrinsic factors corresponding to
the groups. With regard to statistical analyses, nonparametric tests may be more appropriate than parametric
tests because of problems regarding homogeneity of variance
and unequal group size. Extrinsic variables are usually
individually related to the classification but multivariate
techniques of canonical correlation and multiple regression
may be useful (Dagnelie 1971).
·
One approach which has been only infrequently used is to
independently classify or ordinate collections based solely
on their associated abiotic factors.
The abiotic factor
classification of collections can then be compared to the
biotic intrinsic classification. Smith (1973), in a study
of benthos along a transect in the vicinity of waste discharges, ordinated sites on the basis of water and sediment
quality parameters and plotted the distribution of species
groups (as determined by a numerical classification) on
this ordination.
A frequent problem in the application of numerical classifications in ecology is in the analysis of collections taken
over both space and time, e.g. from a series of sites which
are sampled seasonally.
Several approaches have been used
to classify such collections.
Some investigators have
chosen to classify the collections from each season separately (Field 1971), while others classified the combined
temporal collections for each site to elucidate spatial
patterns and the combined collections made during each
sampling period to elucidate temporal patterns (Jones
1973, Stephenson et al. 1974, Raphael 1974). Boesch (1973)
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classified the entir e set of collections from sites sampled
over time and felt this approach allowed a better understanding of the s p atial-temporal interactions which were
important in his study.
Williams and Stephenson (1973) developed a technique for
the classificatory analysis of the three dimensional data
matrix (sites x speci e s x sampling periods). Using
Euclidean distance a s a resemblance measure, one is able
to partition squared distance (as with variance in an
analysis of variance ) to produce site/species classifications eliminating the effect of temporal changes, and
sampling period/speci e s classifications eliminating the
effect of spatial differences.
Similarly, this method
allows the classification of species based solely on either
their spatial patterns of occurrence or on their temporal
patterns.
One is also abl e to judge the relative importance of spatial patterns, temporal patterns and spatialtemporal interactions.
The method is further discussed by
Stephenson et al. (1974) and Clifford and Stephenson
(1975).
INTERFACING CLASSIFICATION AND ORDINATION
There has been much d e bate among plant ecologists regarding
the most appropriate type of multivariate analysis of ecological data -- classification or ordination (Anderson
1965, Goodall 1970, Whittaker 1973). On one hand, ecologists intereste d in describing vegetation units or communities have tended to use classification approaches.
On the other, thos e believing that species are distributed
more or less independently preferred ordination. Anderson
(1965) discusses the controversy and concludes that the
p roblem is non-exis t ent . Numerical classification and
o rdination are both useful tools although one may be more
relevant in certain circumstances than the other. Classification is more us e ful in simplifying large, complex data
sets.
Ordination may be more useful in the analysis of
smaller, more homogen e ous data sets when one is more
i nterested in inte r p re ting the detailed relationships
among entities.
Moreover, ordination may be useful in the interpretation
o f classification and vice versa.
Classification and
o rdination can be interfaced in several ways. The distrib ution of member entiti e s of classificatory groups in
o rdination space can b e plotted in order to show the
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integri.t y of the groups or, alternately, their overlap (Lie
and Kelly 1970, Hughes and Thomas 197la, b, Hughes et al.
1972, Boesch 1973). In this fashion ordination can also be
used in the reallocation of entities to new groups to
sharpen the classification (Boesch 1973, Grigal and Ohmann
1975}. Alternately, classificatory groups can be ordinated,
either as the centroids of the spatial cluster of their
constituent entities or by ordination of the groups as
defined by their aggregate attributes (Stephenson and
Williams 1971). Multidimensional ordinations of groups
may provide more accurate depictions of the inter-group
relationships than classificatory hierarchies, which are
essentially one-dimensional. As discussed above, ordination of groups of entities in multiple discriminant
space may allow tests of significance among clusters.
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SECTION VIII
APPLICATIONS OF ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
DESIGNING A CLASSIFICATORY ANALYSIS
Questions Addressed by Classification
Th e first step in any analysis of ecological data should be
a statement of the objectives of the analysis. One should
c learly pose the ecological question(s) of interest before
se lecting an analytical approach. Numerical classification
is simply a technique for optimal grouping of entities
according to the resemblance of their attributes as exp ressed by given criteria.
It is not a panacea for all
d ata analysis problems nor a procedure by which a computer
can do ecology.
S tephenson (1973) lists three reasons why an investigator
mi ght wish to apply numerical classification:
(l} to
appear "up-to-date," (2) to try out methods for application
i n another context and (3) to attempt to analyze data too
c omplex for adequate consideration by "common sense" techniques.
The point of his admonition is that there is an
apparent trend to uncritically use numerical classification
and other multivariate analyses simply because they are
c u rrently popular.
For example, there may be little to
gain in the application of numerical classification in
the analysis of small data sets in which the patterns of
entity relationships are clearly apparent.
I t must also be remembered that numerical classification is
most appropriately a hypothesis generating technique and,
wi th minor exceptions, significance tests which would allow
hypothesis testing are not inherent in classificatory techn iques.
The classificatory algorithm in effect develops a
hy pothesis, based on predetermined criteria, about the
nature of the data.
One must then use other techniques to
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evaluate hypotheses regarding the homogeneity of the groups
formed, the differences among the groups or the relationships of the groups to extrinsic factors.
Alternatives to Classification
Depending on the questions posed, other mathematical
techniques may be more appropriate in the analysis of
ecological data than classification.
If one is primarily
interested in relating biotic entities (e.g. species) to
abiotic attributes, various correlation or regression
techniques, both univariate and multivariate, may be
apropos . If one is more interested in the degree of
relationships among ecological entities rather than a
simpli·fication of a large number of entities into a smaller
number of entities (groups) which can be studied more
effectively, ordination may be a more appropriate analysis.
However, ordination methods are not without their pitfalls
and potentials for misuse.
As a general rule, ordination
become less useful as the data set becomes larger and more
complex, whereas numerical classification becomes more
attractive under these circumstances. However, there is a
wide range of circumstances where both classification and
ordination approaches may be useful and often complementary.
There are other ecological problems requiring multivariate
pattern seeking for which both classification and ordination may be inappropriate. A good case in point is in
the analysis of patterns along an ecological gradient or
ecocline. Classification may be appropriately applied if
the question posed is "how is the ecocline optimally
dissected into zones," but in gradient studies the question
often of most interest is "what are the relative rates of
biotic change along the gradient?" On first consideration,
it would seem that ordination is ideally suited for
addressing the latter question, allowing the coenocline
(biotic part of the ecocline) to be expressed as a spatial
(hopefully linear) model which can be directly compared to
the extrinsic gradient vector.
However, it has been shown
that most, if not all, ordination techniques produce considerably distorted models of coenoclines (Austin and
Noy-Meir 1971, Whittaker and Gauch 1973). Terborgh (1971)
proposed a simple graphical approach to the analysis of
coenocline patterns in which inter-site resemblances are
plo tte d on an abscis~a repre~enting t~e extr~n~ic ~nviron
me ntal gradient. Th1s techn1que and 1ts mod1f1cat1ons have
b e en successf~lly applied to study the distribution of
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benthos along estuarine gradients (Boesch 1976) and the
distribution of stream benthos along an elevation gradient
(Allan 1975).
This technique, which I have termed
11
coenocline similarity projection,. (Boesch 1976), may
be useful in analyzing patterns along near source away
from source transects often sampled in pollution studies.
Criteria for Selecting Algorithms
Data Manipulations There has been a tendency among those using numerical
classification not to give proper consideration to the
nature of the data and transformations of the data before
proceeding with a classificatory analysis. Data reduction,
transformation and standardization can profoundly affect
the results of the classification. Of course, to a large
measure the nature of the data is determined by the particUlar study or by practical limitations. For example, in
some cases truly quantitative data cannot be collected and
classifications must be based on binary or ranked data.
Data reductions may be justified for one of three reasons:
(1) the data set is too large for computational practicality, (2) aberrant collections exist due to sampling
problems and (3) for the exclusion of species which are
very rare or inconsistently identified. Justifications
are too study-specific to recommend general criteria for
data reduction, but appropriate criteria should be consistently applied and clearly stated.
The justifications for data transformations were discus~ed
in Section IV.
The application of logarithmic or exponent i al transformations is appropriate in many ecological
cases when large variations in abundance exist. It must
be remembered, however, that in addition to 11 normalizing"
species distributions, such transformations may profoundly
affect inter-entity resemblance by reducing differences in
t he size of abundance estimates.
Decisions concerning the use of standardizations are
di fficult because of the wide range of possible standardizations and uncertainty regarding the effects of their
application.
The investigator is urged to consider the
effects (as discussed on p. 16) of standardizations by
Collection total (percent standardization) , as is frequently done in ecology, and to judge whether these effects
are indeed desirable in the case at hand. A second
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recommendation is that species-standardizations are often
appropriate (depending on resemblance measure used) in
inverse classifications in order to reduce the scale
problem which exists between abundant and non-abundant
species. Standardizations are particularly required with
resemblance measures which heavily weight scale differences
e.g. Euclidean distance measures.
'
Numerical and Ecological Resemblance The ecologist interested in applying numerical classification is often confused by the bewildering variety of
resemblance measures available.
Often selections are made
from convenience (e.g. based on program availability) or
because of precedent rather than rational criteria.
Selection of an appropriate resemblance measure is critical, for
it is here more than anywhere else in the clustering algorithm that one attempts to express ecological ideas in
algebraic expressions.
Therefore, the first step in the
selection of resemblance measures should be a verbal statement, in ecological terms, of the criteria for resemblance
between entities.
Is the investigator more interested in
qualitative or quantitative resemblance; how important is
dominance (in normal analyses) or outstanding abundance (in
inverse analysis) in defining ecological resemblance; and
are there underlying spatial or probabilistic conceptualizations in the investigator's perception of ecological
resemblance?
Although the selection of qualitative or quantitative
resemblance often depends on whether quantitative data
are available, ecologists are often interested in patterns
of both qualitative and quantitative resemblance among
entities.
The controversy over whether qualitative comparisons are as informative as quantitative comparisons
(Grieg-Smith 1964, Dale and Anderson 1972, Moore 1974,
Clifford and Stephenson 1975) is moot because qualitative
and quantitative patterns may indeed be quite different.
Insight into distributional patterns can often be enhanced
by comparing qualitative and quantitative resemblances
(Boesch 1976, Boesch, Diaz and Virnstein in press).
If the investigator's concept of inter-collection resemblance is based largely on the similarity of abundance of
dominant species a variety of quanti~a~ive.resemblance
measures may be used in normal class1~1~at1~n.
The BrayCurtis coefficient is the preferred s1m1lar1ty measure for
this purpose. Euclidean distance, correlation and
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i nformation content measures weight dominance even more.
However, there may be r e asons for use of Euclidean distance
and information measures because of the requirements of
c lustering methods or for th e ir additive, spatial or
probabilistic properti e s.
One must take care to appropri ately standardize Euclide an distances (Orloci 1975) in
order to avoid nonsense r e sults which primarily reflect
coi ncidental aberrations.
If , on the other hand, th e inve stigator's concept of intercolle ction resemblance is bas e d on more or less equal
weigh ting of all th e spe ci e s in the collection and he
wish es to account for quantitative as well as qualitative
di f f erences between c o lle ction, he can choose to use the
Canberra Metric co e ffici e nt or one of the aforementioned
~ a su res after application of species-standardization.

Eco l ogical criteria for inte r-sp e ci e s r e semblance may
l i ke ly be different than thos e for inter-collection
resemblance.
Thus, th e inves tigator may choose different
data standardizations a nd r e s e mblance measures for inverse
ana l ysis than used for normal analysis.
he s calar diff e r e nc es in spe ci e s abundanc e s pose a problem
·n inverse analys e s and if th e algorithm is not adjusted
~ o r t h em, the ultimate class ification may be one which
l a rge ly separate s abundant species from those which are
ot -- a finding hardly worth the effort. Species-standardi za tions may help all e viat e this effect in the computation of resemblanc e . As with normal analyses, similarity
coef f i cients derive d from th e Manhattan metric may be more
a~pro priate than Euclide an me trics or correlation measures
~Then ve ry large discr e panci e s e xist in the scale of attriDUte scores, becaus e Manhattan metrics are based on absolute
di ff e rences rath e r than s qu a r e d differences or products.
f comparison of shape of th e distribution patterns between
Gpecie s makes e cologi c al se ns e (and it often do e s), correati on coefficients may b e u se ful when ther e are not large
numb e rs of zero-values i n th e data matrix.
£_as s ification Structure rnce a satisfactory me thod of r e flecting ecological resemb ance is chosen, the inve stigator must th e n choos e a
stra t e gy for optimum grouping of entiti e s based on these
resemb lances (S e ction VI) .
Given the poor state of devel0pmen t of non-hi e rarchical clustering me thods and the
-heo r e tical advantag e but impracticality of divisive
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hierarchical clustering methods, the clustering methods
currently most available and useful are agglomerative and
hierarchical. Among these, the computational simplicity
of combinatorial methods make these clustering methods the
most useful. Armed with three of these clustering methodsgroup average, flexible and incremental sums of squaresthe investigator would have a versatile array of methods
to suit most purposes.
Group average clustering has space conserving properties
which produce clusters with little distortion of the
·
actual resemblance relationships.
Its advantages over
centroid clustering (also space conserving) include its
combinatorial properties for all distances measures and
the fact that it is not susceptible to reversals. However,
as discussed in Section VI, group average clustering often
does not cluster ecological data intensively enough for
effective interpretation. Thus, group average clustering
is most useful when entities are relatively few, when space
conservation in the classification is required, or as a
first look at the unaltered relationships among entities
before proceeding to a more intensively clustering method.
Flexible clustering advantageously allows continuous variability of clustering intensity and is more useful than
group average clustering when many entities are being
classified and their patterns of resemblances are complex.
As discussed in (Section VI) flexible clustering is particularly helpful in inverse classifications of large numbers
of species of varying abundance.
Incremental sums of
squares clustering is an intense clustering strategy which
may have certain advantages over flexible clustering when
Euclidean distance is used as a resemblance measure.
Program Availability
A very important limitation to the custom design of
classificatory algorithms has been, and continues to be,
the availability of computer programs for their execution.
Versatile program systems for numerical classification
should include options for the use of various transformations, standardizations, resemblance measures and .
clustering methods.
I know of no set of programs wh1ch
has facility for application of all the techniques
described in this report.
Classificatory programs require extensive computer storage
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and are time-consuming in operation, thus programs are
usually written to maximize efficiency of operation at a
particular computer facility.
This means most programs
~re highly machine dependent and considerable reprogramming
lS ~f~en required in order to make them operable at another
fac1l1ty.
The alternative of de novo programming is even
more expensive in terms of development time and cost.
Several program systems or descriptions of available
p7ogram systems have been published (Wishart 1969, Rohlf,
K1shpaugh and Kirk 1971 Goldstein and Grigal 1972a,
Anderberg 1973, Hartiga~ 1975) and the only alternative
for prospective u sers is to attempt to modify one of these
or some other extant program system to suit th~ir needs.
A progra~ is currently under development ~t th~s labo7atory
for ~~lnatorial, £Olythetic, ~gglomerat1~e ~1erarch1cal
cluster1ng (COMPAH) which will 1nclude opt1ons for most of
~he d~ta manipulations and resemblance measures described
1 n th1s report and the eight combinatorial agglomerative
strategies in Tabl e 2
We are attempting to make the system relative ly machin~ independent and plan to publish a
thoroughly documented listing of the programs.
APPLICATION OF CLASSIFICATION TO WATER POLLUTION PROBLEMS
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stress or, more commonly, are particularly hardy and opportunistic and thus likely to be favored by the stress.
For
example, it has long been known that organic pollution in
rivers and streams may result in the elimination of many
insect, molluscan and crustacean taxa and favor the establishment of dense populations of a few species of chirinomid
insect larvae and tubificid oligochaetes.
The indicator
species approach has also been applied in studies of lakes
and marine waters, but with less success than in running
freshwater habitats.
In both lacustrine and marine habitats, species favored by anthropogenic stress are more
closely related to the constituents of natural assemblages
than in streams.
In streams the faunal replacements are
often at the order of phylum level, whereas changes may be
at subfamily levels in lacustrine, estuarine or marine
environments.
He avy reliance on the indicator species concept has been
widely criticized on the g~ounds that it discards from
consideration potentially valuable information on the
distribution of the large number of species not considered
indicators ~ priori.
It has also been noted that indicators presumably favored by pollution are also constituents of natural communities.
The so-called pollution
indicators are adapted for exploitation of resources
following disturbances, or thrive under stress conditions
which reduce biotic pressures, and they can frequently be
abundant in unpolluted situations (Grassle and Grassle
1974). Nonetheless, the indicator species concept is
fundamental to the interpretation of community data collected for the assessment of impacts. Any changes in the
composition or structure of communities can only be understood after consideration of the habitat preferences and
life history characteristics of species whose abundances
are affected.
If extensive knowledge of these characteristics is available for a local biota, the indicator
species approach can be effectively and meaningfully
applied.
For example, it has been successful in research
on the effects of pollution on benthiS comm~nities in
various parts of the Baltic Sea (Leppakoski
1975, Anger 1975). There the extensive collective
experi e nce of Scandinavian anq German investigators.has
allowed the classification of large numbers of spec1es
into grades of progressiveness, regressiveness 07
indifference with respect to the response of the1r
populations to pollution stress.
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In regions where the responses of the biota are less well
known or where community patterns are more complex than
those of the Baltic benthos, exclusive use of an indicator
species approach to interpretation of data is likely to be
less reliable.
In such cases numerical classification and
other multivariate analyses should prove valuable because
they allow analysis of data on all (or at least a larger
portion) of the biota.
Inverse classifications can produce
objective groupings of species corresponding to the response
of their populations to pollution, thus generating hypotheses about the relative effects of the pollution on components of the biota which may be experimentally or
empirically tested.
Species Diversity It has long been known that pollution stress often reduces
the species diversity of communities (Jacob s 1975). Species
diversity, in the sense of sp e cie s richness or the numb er
of species in a community, was used as a criterion for
assessing the effects of pollution by early workers on
~tream pollution.
Th e mid 1960's witnessed an exp losive
lncrease in interest in species diversity and the quan tification of diversity in ecology which has profoundly
affected aquatic pollution ecology. A paper by Wilhm
and Dorris (1968) suggested that quantitative measur e s
of.spe~ies diversity be incorporated as water quality
~rlterla and introduced many pollution biologists to
lnformation diversity measures. Now the use of diversity
indices in investigations of the effects of pollution on
aquatic community structu~e is virtually universal and is
often required by contractors and r e gulatory agencies.
A typical approach in the use of species diversity in

pollution studies is the computation of one or mor e indices
of diversity and the corre lation (cas ual or statistical) of
these indices with pollution stress and oth e r environmental
factors.
Often this is only analysis of th e multispecies
data resulting from the collections.
In addition to some
theoretical problems concer ning the diversity indices us e d
(Hurlburt 19 71, Peet 19 7 4) , ther e are severe practical
limitations to the usefulness of this approach. Summarizing
community structure in one parameter, such as a diversity
index, involves a drastic reduction in the info r mation
contained in the multivariate entity summarized, i.e. the
coll e ction or community.
Biotic assemblages with different
numb ers of taxa and concentration of dominance can,
depending on the diversity index, have similar dive rsity.
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Furthermore, assemblages without any species in common can
~ave ~he same d~versity.
Numerous ~ases have been reported
1n wh1ch pollut1on stress resulted 1n changes in species
populations but actually increased the species diversity.
Frequently this is a result of increased evenness of distribution of abundance among the species rather than an
increase in species.
Multivariate Analyses Numerical classification and other multivariate techniques
allow simplification of patterns of multispecies distribution which involve far less loss of the information
originally contained in the data than do diversity indices.
Furthermore, in classification, comparisons are based on
the identity of the species in the collections and the
species are not simply treated as strictly numerical entities as in the computation of diversity indices.
As in the
case of indicator species, numerical classification may be
very useful in the interpretation of species diversity
analyses of a set of collections (e.g. Boesch 1973).
To
argue for the exclusive use of one of the three approaches-indicator species, species diversity or multivariate analysis--is foolhardy, for they are in fact complementary.
Multivariate techniques serve to provide one level of
simplification of the collection data by defining optimal
structure of the inter-entity relationships.
The conceptualized structure of the data, whether it results from
numerical classifications or the investigators subjective
appraisal, should then be interpreted in terms of what is
known about the biology of the constituent species, which
in turn provides the basis of designation of indicator
species.
Species diversity indices p:ovide quantification
of one important aspect of the ecolog1cal structure of
communities. Multivariate analyses and biological interpretations allow placing species diversity in a larger
framework of the total community structure.
Previous Applications of Classification
Despite the explosive i~crease in t~e use ~f numeric~l
lassification in aquat1c ecology, 1n part1cular mar1ne
~enthic ecology, classificator~ techniques have not been
'dely applied to water pollut1on problems.
However,
1
~ dging from inquiries and knowledge of ongoing work,
~~plications of multivariate analyses will soon become
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widespread in pollution biology.
This brief review of
published applications of numerical classification is not
exhaustive but is intended to illustrate some of the ways
classification has been applied in the assessment of water
po llution problems.
Crossman et al. (1974) used normal classifications (Jaccard
similarity coefficient, group average clustering) of
sampling sites based on presence-absence of macrobenthic
species in the assessment of effects of spills of hazardous
materials in the Clinch River, Virginia. They found the
analyses useful in documenting the downstream effects of
the spills.
The analyses were also found "useful in
determining the effects of type of substrate, time of
sampling, longitudinal succession, and flooding on the
composition of the macrobenthic community." By performing
cluster analyses of stations based on various taxonomic
g~oups considered separately, they were able to describe
d1fferent recovery rates for insects and gastropods.
M~arns

(1974) used recurrent group analysis in a study of
d1stribution patterns of demersal fishes off Southern
California (Fig. 6).
He was particularly interested in
determining the effects of po llution from ocean outfalls
on fish distribution.
Species groups d ef in ed by the analysis l arge ly reflected depth distributions, and the effects
of the outfalls were not apparent in this analysis except
for the absence of the yellowchin sculpin (Fig. 6) in one
localized region.
However, the limitations of th e recurrent
group analysis (i.e. binary similarity and seq uentially
op timiz ed non-hierarchical clustering) restrict the power
and reliability of the analysis.
Littler and Murray (1975) used a normal classification
(product -moment correlation coefficient, simple average
clustering) of quadrat samples of rocky intertidal
organisms to assess the effe cts of a small sewage discharge
in California.
Quadrat groups were identi fi ed on the
basis of the species which were cover dominants (Fig . 12).
The distribution of quadrat groups showed a modification
of the normal zonation patterns around the outfall by the
replacement of a stra tifi ed, diverse algal cover by a low
turf of blue-green, green and red algae (Gelidium and Ulva)
in the mid intertidal and by calcareous tube worms
(Serpulorbis) and calcareous red algae (Corallina) in the
lower intertidal (Fig. 12).
Cimberg, Mann and Straughan (1973)
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applied cluster analysi s
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Classification of quadrat collections from
transect surveys of intertidal organisms adjacent
to and removed from a small sewage outfall.
Distribution of collection groups plotted in
lower figure (from Littler and Murray 1975).
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(percent standardized Bray-Curtis similarity coefficient,
group average clustering) of sites, each representing line
transect surveys of rocky intertidal organisms, in a study
of the long term effects of the Santa Barbara oil spill
along the Southern California coast (Fig. 13). They interpreted the results to indicate that sand coverage and substrate stability were the most important environmental
factors influencing species composition, whereas oil
apparently had a minor influence.
This conclusion was
based on the fact that the classification did not separate
those beaches oiled from those not. Of course there is a
danger in interpreting the classification as indicating that
there were no effects (or at most very minor effects) of
oiling on intertidal organisms.
The effects of seasonal
coverage of the rocky surfaces by sand are understandably
greater than any effect oil coating might have had.
Likewise, the well documented effects of the Santa Barbara
oil spill were greatest in the higher intertidal zones.
Classifications of collections representing intertidal
zones, rather than whole transects, from beaches which
were similar in terms of sand burial and substrate stability, but differed in the degree of oiling, would certainly
have been more instructive.
Moore (1973) used monothetic divisive analyses in the
classification of collections and species from kelp
holdfasts in northeast Britain.
He found association
analysis most useful for normal classification and divisive
information analyses (DIVINF) most useful for inverse
analysis.
Comparisons of the classifications in a nodal
analysis showed that turbidity was a primary factor
governing the distribution of the holdfast fauna and sites
could be characterized by the presence of turbid water
species, various groups of clean water species and turbidity
indifferent species.
Moore (1973, 1974) concluded that
the effects of pollution on this fauna, reported by others
as important, were not apparent but could not be ruled out
because th e ir "definition becomes complicat ed by the
intervention at lower levels of heterogen e ity of other
correlating factors, e.g. holdfast morphology."
The problem of interpretation of the results of Mearns
(1974), Cimberg et al. (1973) and Moore (1973) point out
the need for design, if possible, of sampling approaches
which establish suitable controls to mitigat e th e effect
of overwhelming natural environmental factors on the
assessemnt of effects of pollution. Classification cannot
mysteriou s ly decipher pollution effects in complex data
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sets which are strongly influenced by other environmental
factors, and their inability to do so shou ld not necessarily
be construed as proving the lack of pollution effects.
Smith (1973) used an inverse classification (Bray-Curtis
similarity coefficient, group average clustering) to group
macrobenthic species taken from seven stations aligned
along a transect from pollution sources in Los Angeles
Harbor. He plotted the distribution of species groups on
an ordination based on water and sediment quality parameters. He was thus able to relate species distributions
to the composite "quality" of the habitat.
Boesch (1973) applied normal and inverse classifications
(simultaneous-double standardization, Canberra metric,
flexible and group average clustering) in the study of
distributional patterns of macrobenthos in a multi-use
harbor.
The classifications and nodal analysis were useful
in interpreting substrate and seasonal patterns. Normal
analysis clearly separated the collections from (Elizabeth
River) the most heavily polluted part of the harbor, from
those from other muddy-sand bottoms (Fig. 14).
Inverse
analysis interpreted via two-way tables indicated the
shifts in species occurrence and abundance which were
responsible for these differences.
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not designed their sampling or analytical approaches to
meaningfully assess the effects of pollution.
A New Example of a Classificatory Approach
To further illustrate the potential usefulness of numerical
classification in assessment of the effects of water pollution, data from Reish's (1959) classic study of effects
of pollution in Los Angeles - Long Beach Harbors were
reanalyzed by normal and inverse classification.
Reish
sampled macrobentho s at a large number of sites in the
inner and outer harbors during January, June and November
1954.
He sub jectively classified those sites as "healthy,"
" semi-healthy I," "semi-healthy II", "polluted" or "very
polluted" (no macrofaunal life) on the basis of the composition of the collections at the sites, relying heavily on
a few indicator species of polychaetes.
Reish identified 141 species in his study.
Those species
inconsistently identified or present in fewer than five
collections were excluded from the classification analysis,
leaving 78 species.
The Bray-Curtis similarity coeffic~ent
based on log-transformed data and group average clusterlng
were used for both normal and inverse classifications.
This clustering algorithm is perhaps the most widely useldl
.
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Table 3.

CLASSIFICATION OF COLLECTIONS OF BENTHIC
INVERTEBRATES FROM SITES IN LOS ANGELES
AND LONG BEACH HARBORS DURING THREE
SAMPLING PERIODS FROM DATA OF REISH
(1959).
SITE CLASSIFICATIONS MADE
INDEPENDENTLY FOR EACH SAMPLING PERIOD.

Stations

Site Groups
JANUARY 1954
0 (no animals collected)
1

LA 32, 35, 51
LB 5, 15
LA 4A, SA, 6 , 7 , 8 , 13, 2 2 ,
26, 48A, 55
LB 1 , 2 , 2A, 6 , 7 , 12 , 18 ,
20, 21

2

LA 11 , 3 0 C , 41
LB 10, 11 I 17, 2 3

3

LA 30, 30A, 30B, 31, 33, 36,
38, 40, 43A, 49A, 54

4

LA 37

5

LA 29, 43

6

LA 10

7

LA 16 , 2 0 , 2 9 A I
LB 14

8

LA 45

JUNE 1954
0 (no animals collected)

1

34 I

39 I

LA 11 , 3 2 , 3 3 I 3 4 I 3 5 I
49, 49A, 50, 51
LB 10, 14

49 I

36 I

50

39 I

LA 4A, SA I 6 I 7 I 10 I 2 2 I 2 6 , 55
LB 1, 2, 2A, 5, 6, 7, 12, 17,
18, 20, 21, 23
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Table 3 (continued) .
CLASSIFICATION OF LOS ANGELESLONG BEACH BENTHOS
Stations

Site Groups
JUNE 1954 (cont.)

LA 29A, 30, 30A, 30B, 30C, 31,
37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 48A

2

LA 13

3

LA 16, 29, X3A, 45
LB 15

4

5

LB ll

6

LA 20, 54

NOVEMBER ~954
(no anlmals collected)
0

LA ll, 16, 20, 32, 34, 35
36, 49, 49A, 50, 51, 54

1

LA 4A, SA, 6 , 7' 8, 22, 26,
55
LB 1, 2, 2A, 5, 6, 7' 10, 12,
17, 18, 20, 21

2

LA 10, 13
LB 11

3

LA 29, 29A, 30, 30A, 30B, 31,
37, 40, 41
LB 23

4

LA 30C, 38, 43, 43A, 45, 48A
LB 14, 15

5

LA 33, 39
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Table 4.

CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIES OF BENTHIC
INVERTEBRATES COLLECTED BY REISH
(1959) FROM LOS ANGELES AND LONG
BEACH HARBORS.
DATA FROM ALL THREE
SAMPLING PERIODS WERE INCLUDED.
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATOR SPECIES USED
BY REISH LABELLED H (HEALTHY) SHI
(SEMIHEALTHY I) SHII (SEMIHEALTHY
II) AND P (POLLUTED).

Species

Indicator
A

Nereis procera
Tharyx parvus
Cossura candida
Nemerteans
Chaetozone corona
Lumbrineris minima
Capitata ambiseta
Marphysa sp.
Spiophanes missionensis
Tellina buttoni
Tharyx multifilis
Paraonis gracilis
Spiochaetopterus sp.
Armandia bioculata
Hypoeulalia bilineata
Petricola californlensis
Cirriformia luxuriosa

H
H
H

SHII

Chione undatella
Neanthes caudata
Saxidomus nutalli
Hesperone complanata
Anaitides williamsi
Chone minuta
Prionospio heterobranchia
Cirriformia spirabranchla
Crepidula onyx
Glycera americana
Pherusa inflata
Tagelus californianus
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Tabl e 4 (continued).
CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIES
OF BENTHIC INVERTEBRATES

Speci e s
Group

Indicator

Species

SHI
SHI

Polydora paucibranchiata
Dorvillea articulata
Macoma nasuta
Capitella capitata
Podarke pugettensis
Oligochaetes

p

Diopatra splendissima
Lumbrineris erecta
Polydora brachycephala
Corophium acherusicum
Caprellids

c

Lyonsia californica
Acteon punctocoelata
Thyasira barbarensis
Lumbrineris latreilli
Prionospio cirrifera
Melinna cristata
Ep1nebal1a sp.
Platynereis bicanaliculata
Nuculana taphria
Crenella decussata
Pinnixa franciscana
Callianassa californiensis
Psephidia oval1s
Polydora cirrosa
Protothaca staminea

E

Amphicteis scaphobranchiata
Pectinaria californiensis
Prionosp1o p1nnata
Holothurians
Stylatula elongata
Ostracods
Tere bellides stroemi
Streblospio -crassibranchiata

l
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Table 4 (continued).
CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIES
OF BENTHIC INVERTEBRATES

Species
Group

Species

Indicator

Drilonereis nuda
Lurnbrineris sp:- ( j uv . )
Diopatra sp. (juv.)
Axiothella rubrocincta
Lurnbrineris 1. _j aponica
Asychis d1sparidentata
Laonice ci-r rata

E2

Chione fluctifragra
Haploscoloplos elongus
Chone mollis
Fusinus kobetti
F

Nephtys cae coides
Eteone californica
Polydora sp:
Acteocina magdal e nsis
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